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ABSTRACT 

      Web service composition refers to the aggregation of web services for producing 

composite solutions in order to satisfy user requirements which can't be satisfied by atomic 

services. It is an essential challenge to find the most reliable and trustable complex services 

in each composition process. Many of current composition approaches use QoS (Quality of 

Service) values to select among different composition candidates. However, QoS values can't 

be trusted all the time since some service providers may promote their services by publishing 

wrong QoS values. Social network analysis techniques such as PageRank have been used 

successfully in finding the trustable and authoritative web resources. We believe that these 

techniques can also be used to improve the service composition process. We have developed 

a modified PageRank algorithm called Service Rank in order to find the importance level of 

each service in a composition based on its connectivity and invocation history. This can be 

accomplished by assigning higher weights to links which have more number of invocations, 

more up-to-date invocation time and contract signing time, and longer contract durations. 

Eventually the Service Rank score will be combined with the QoS score for composition 

ranking. Preliminary results from our experiments have proved the effectiveness of this 

method. As a consequence users can be more satisfied with the service composition result. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background and Motivations  

     Services can be any kind of functionality, which are capable of being invoked through a 

particular interface [45]. In the SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) model, services are self-

contained software units of functionality. Several services can be put together to create a 

composite service which offers an overall functionality. This procedure is called service 

composition. Service composition assists us to take advantage of presently existing web 

services to offer a completely new service. Composition is helpful if we are searching for a 

web service with particular inputs and outputs, and there is no existing web service to give us 

the desirable results whereas combination of a few services could offer us good results [19]. 

     Combined atomic web services or web service compositions are considered as self-

describing, self-contained modular applications which are capable of being located, invoked 

and published on the web in a way similar to atomic web services [19]. Currently many 

organizations and companies only develop and host their core business applications and 

outsource other application services. Therefore, the capability of effectively and 

professionally choosing and integrating inter-organizational and heterogeneous services on 

the web at runtime is a very important task for service composition [43]. The problem that all 

the service composition techniques are trying to solve is to rank a set of web services 

composition solutions which if the best one is executed in a particular setting, offers the 

optimized requested service for the service consumer [19].  
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     Numerous automatic service composition algorithms have been proposed which employ 

AI planning or other techniques, and their objective is to automate different compositions 

steps [7] [19] [28] [45] [60].   

     The process of automatic service composition can be accomplished in these steps [43]: 

1- Presentation of single service: Service providers present their atomic services by 

employing some available languages for advertising. The fundamental attributes to 

portray a web service consist of the signature, the states, and the non-functional 

values. The signature is signified by the service’s inputs, outputs and exceptions, 

which offers information about the data transformation throughout the execution of 

a web service and is important for building the web service I/O (Input/Output) 

graph. Preconditions and post-conditions specify the states. Modeling is based on 

the transformation from one set of states to another. Attributes which are employed 

for evaluating the services, for instance cost, security, and other quality properties 

are non-functional values which will be needed for QoS analysis. 

2- Translation of the languages: The external and internal service specification 

languages are distinguished in most service composition systems. For enhancing 

accessibility, users employ the external languages in a manner which assists them to 

express what they need and are able to provide. External languages are different 

from the internal ones which are employed by the composition process generator. 

The reason is that the process generator needs more specific and formal languages 

(e.g. the Logical Programming Languages). WSDL (Web Services Description 

Language) and DAML-S (DARPA - Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
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Agent Markup Language for Services) are standard web service languages which 

are common and usually employed as external languages. It is a good idea to 

develop the translation components between the standard web service languages 

and the internal languages. 

3- Generation of composition process model: There is a service specification 

language for the service requester to express the requirement. This requirement can 

then be specified by a process generator by composing the atomic services 

advertised by the service providers. The process generator considers the 

functionalities of services as input, and output process model which portrays the 

composite service.  A set of chosen atomic services, the control flow and data flow 

between these services are contained in the process model (I/O graph).  

4- Evaluation of composite service [40] [43]: Usually there are many services that 

have similar functionalities, which causes the generator to make more than one 

composite service to meet the requirement. In this situation the composite services 

can be evaluated on their overall usefulness by employing the information provided 

from the non-functional attributes and other criteria. The most usually employed 

data is the non-functional attributes. Relative importance of every non-functional 

attributes could be further specified by the requester. Usage history data of used 

compositions can be another useful source of information for the evaluation. This 

history data can help decide which link in the I/O graph is more important than 

others. In our work, social network analysis algorithms will be used to exploit the 

history data, which is then combined with the QoS data, in order to achieve higher 
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trust-ability in highly ranked composite services. The composite service with the 

highest combined rank is the best one. 

5- Execution of composite service: After choosing a specific composite process and 

presenting the composite service, it is time to execute the composite service. 

Composite service can be considered as a chain of message passing in agreement 

with the process model. The action which is the transition of the output data of a 

previously executed service to the input of a later executed atomic service is called 

data flow of the composite service [43]. 

     As explained before, when there are more than one composition solutions, how to select 

among them will be difficult for users. Due to this reason, ranking is a crucial part of every 

automatic service composition procedure, which is also the main focus of our work. 

1.2 Problem Statement and the Proposed Approach 

     One popular way of finding composition solutions is using web service I/O graphs. In a 

graph structured web service composition and ranking, a web service is represented as a node 

in the graph, and its inputs and outputs are connected through links [3]. If the output of 

service A is the input of service B, there is a link from A to B. Given the required input and 

output, by traversing the graph, all candidate composition solutions could be found. 

Furthermore, semantic information such as goals and service properties can be used to reduce 

the size of this set. Even so, it is still difficult for users to go through the list and make their 

selection. There are many research works on how to find the composition solutions, but not 

many on proposing a good ranking algorithm to help users in this selection process. It is our 

goal of this study to propose such a ranking algorithm.  
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     Because of the exponentially increasing search space in composition problems, it is 

critically important to design a good ranking algorithm. The main advantage of the graph 

based technique is that it eliminates some limitations of the AI planning techniques. This 

goal is possible by proposing dynamic and incremental graph based composition and ranking 

techniques. These methods facilitate composition in environments that have parties which are 

subject to unpredicted changes [30].  

     Most of the research works on service composition ranking or selection use the QoS data 

to make the decision. However, QoS data alone can’t guarantee the trust-ability of the 

solution because of the possible false or misleading QoS data published by service providers 

(e.g. to promote their services). Also, QoS parameters are run-time related and their values 

may change over time [49]. Therefore, we should look for a ranking algorithm which can be 

employed in a dynamic environment and can guarantee the trust-ability.  

     We often can trust monitoring agents, but because of their high cost, they are not included 

in many registries and we need some other ways to guarantee the trust-ability. Social network 

analysis which is a suitable method for dynamic problems can be a great option for finding 

trustable solutions by looking at previous users’ invocation history [30].  

     In this thesis we propose to combine both QoS evaluation and social network analysis 

techniques, in order to find trustable and high quality composition solutions. We will 

consider two data sources: QoS of individual component services, and the service rank 

calculated based on the service I/O graph and the invocation history log. QoS data is still 

important especially for new services without any prior invocation history. 
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There are many different definitions on trust-ability. In this thesis, trust-ability means that 

a service requestor can trust a composition solution with high confidence. We will use this 

definition throughout this thesis. Our main idea is that if many requestors have paid some fee 

to invoke a service, it usually means this service has a high quality, which is not based on the 

QoS values published by providers themselves, but is based on the real usage data. We want 

to use the usage history to enforce the trust-ability of the composition solution.  

1.3 Web Services Composition Ranking 

     Different methodologies can be employed for ranking web service compositions. 

Efficiency is a very important factor to be considered. While a composition problem in 

general has exponentially increasing search space, it is essential to thoughtfully decide about 

selecting primary search algorithms and data structures for ranking final composition 

solutions. The wise choice is the ranking algorithm which is based on social network analysis 

[30].  The interpretation behind this option is that link analysis has been successfully applied 

to problems, in which, partial evaluation of the search space was required, either due to the 

huge size of the search space itself or the shortage of extensive information [15] [63].  

     As mentioned before, while an atomic web service can’t satisfy a customer’s request, the 

relation between the input and output parameters of atomic web services, could be employed 

to compose web services in order to satisfy different customers’ demands dynamically. After 

discovering the web services and finding the I/O graph based on the relation between the 

input and output parameters of atomic web services, we could start to generate different 

composition solutions and rank them. This goal can be accomplished by employing link 

analysis techniques such as a modified PageRank algorithm combined with the QoS data. 
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Because we don’t deal with web pages, we use the name Service Rank Score (SRS) instead 

of PageRank score. Since many of the publishers can’t be fully trusted, employing PageRank 

algorithm can increase trust-ability of the selected compositions. Combining Service Rank 

Score with QoS data could give us more trustable results.  

The feasibility of this solution could be justified by the fact that a social network for web 

services can be generated in the service registry [54], where all the service description 

information is available and the history logs could also be saved. The current implementation 

of UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) registry doesn’t have this 

capability of saving QoS information or history logs. But we believe that by extending 

UDDI, it is possible to achieve this goal, if we could setup an intermediary between the 

requestor and the provider and submit all the traffic data to the registry.  

Based on the input and output parameters of services, we first build the service I/O graph, 

then history logs assist us to weigh different links in the I/O graph, and finally we run our 

Service Rank algorithm and QoS based ranking algorithm. In the experiment part, we will 

compare both techniques in separate and combined manners to observe whether these 

techniques are able to attain a more effective ranking result by calculating an average rank 

for user selected compositions. By achieving a higher average rank, we can demonstrate that 

our approach can improve the ranking for those user selected compositions.  

The main contributions of this thesis are: 1) proposing a novel social network analysis 

approach of ranking the composition solutions based on the connectivity and invocation 

history of component services; 2) modifying the PageRank algorithm by including the usage-

based weights for all the links; 3) categorizing a quite complete list of QoS attributes and 
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quantifying the way of aggregating the QoS values of component services; 4) developing a 

combined approach of ranking compositions based on both QoS and social network analysis 

approach we proposed.   

1.4 Thesis Outline 

In this chapter we have introduced the basics of service composition and ranking, 

discussed the problems we want to solve, and explained our proposed solutions briefly. The 

rest of the thesis will be organized as follows: 

In chapter 2, we will survey various link analysis methods and the state of the art of 

current works which employ graph structures and other techniques to assist incrementally 

and dynamically compose web services and construct a new service that has desirable inputs 

and outputs which satisfies the user requirements. We will also briefly survey the basics of 

link analysis and QoS analysis.  

In chapter 3, we will define how we calculate the Service Rank score, how to calculate the 

overall QoS score for compositions, and how to combine them together to achieve more 

reliable results. Also, the creation of history logs which assist us to weigh different links in 

our I/O graph will be elaborated in this chapter.  

In chapter 4, we will compare both techniques in separate and combined manners to 

observe how these techniques are able to attain a more effective ranking result for different 

solutions. We describe an implementation of our methodology, present the simulation steps, 

and connect these steps with outcome back to users and designers of the procedure.  This 

chapter also considers the practical ways that our method can be applied to rank and compose 
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web services through a number of case studies. The outcomes of these case studies are 

employed in different evaluations and discussions in the result analysis part.  

Finally, Chapter 5 offers a conclusion on our work carried out, an outlook of projected 

future efforts and final remarks with considering how the contribution of this thesis assists in 

other fields of associated research works and the way further research projects will develop 

and in which courses this might obtain better achievements.   
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Service Composition Methods 

     As mentioned before service composition helps us to take advantage of existing web 

services to offer a completely new service [19]. Service ranking and selection is essential in 

creating composite services. While a designer builds up a composite service, where several 

services are supplied by outside partners, it should be able to deal with the difficulties related 

to this issue [33]. There are different methods for composition and ranking web services [8] 

[17] [31] [48]. Usually composition methods are QoS based, link analysis (or graph analysis) 

based, or combination of QoS and link analysis based methods. In this chapter, different 

techniques for composition and ranking will be explained.  

   Composition of web services requires finding service providers which are able to satisfy 

users’ functional and nonfunctional demands [46]. Nonfunctional demands usually refer to 

QoS requirements. QoS attributes are parameters which have to be quantified properly to 

offer more optimized web services composition ranking results. By considering proper 

measurement process and description for QoS metrics [23] it is possible to propose service 

composition and ranking techniques which are based on QoS attributes. Each measurement 

process for a QoS metric must include some accepted characteristics.  QoS metrics will be 

explained, categorized, and quantified further in details later in next chapter. As mentioned 

before, the disadvantage of purely QoS-based composition ranking techniques is a possible 
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lower trust-ability of the final composition solutions, considering that QoS data might be 

manipulated by service providers.  

     Link Analysis techniques (graph based) can assist us to rank compositions dynamically in 

cases where QoS is not valid or reliable for evaluating composition solutions. Higher trust- 

ability is the most important advantage of link analysis techniques which must be considered 

in ranking different compositions.  In this chapter we briefly survey graph based techniques 

for automatic service composition to have a better foundation for our work, including 

AND/OR Graph based service composition [29], service composition using Enhanced 

Service Dependency Graph [16], incremental graph-based approach for service composition 

[45], Planning Graph Model based service composition [60], and more other techniques. We 

will also briefly survey the basics of link analysis.  

      There are some techniques for composition and ranking which employ combined 

techniques. The advantage of combination is to have advantages of both methods and 

eliminate their disadvantages. Combing QoS and graph based techniques assists us to have a 

higher reliability with the capability of dynamic service composition approach [22] [61].  In 

this thesis, a new technique belonging to this category will be proposed.  

2.2 Service Composition and Ranking Using QoS Analysis  

    With an increasing number of web services presenting equivalent functionalities, the non-

functional attributes of a web service such as QoS attributes have become crucial selection 

criteria and critical for service providers to satisfy customers’ requirements [34].  

     A Web service  can be illustrated by the pair ( , ), where  is to represent the 

service’s functionality,   is a description of its QoS attributes. WSDL is usually used for 
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expressing a web service’s functional characteristics, and there is no common way for 

describing a service’s QoS parameters [9]. These QoS attributes (non-functional properties) 

such as throughput, security, availability, and response time have to be quantified properly in 

order to have a more efficient web service composition ranking and selection procedure 

[9][10].   

     There should be a proper measurement process and description for QoS metrics to offer 

service providers and consumers a common perspective [62]. For instance, response time is 

one of the QoS metrics which is depending on the workload intensity level, and a single 

value is not suitable for representing it [35]. Therefore a better way for measuring response 

time is to consider its average value over a period of time. The measurement process for each 

QoS metric should have some accepted characteristics. These characteristics include what 

and how the metrics should be measured, who should accomplish this task and in which 

place of the network it is intended to be measured.  

     One important reason for employing QoS-based service composition (e.g. in [47]) is to 

have a guaranteed quality for delivered services in the final composition. As mentioned 

before the dynamic web service composition [39] brings in challenges to current composition 

techniques. Some techniques attempt to integrate QoS analysis into service composition. The 

problem of this method is that the composition which is based on the QoS values proposed in 

advance which might be manipulated and can’t be trusted in real cases. To solve this 

problem, in [52], small test cases are run, to identify real QoS values and therefore assist with 

service composition and ranking. Other parts such as service execution engine, audit system, 

selection algorithms, etc. can be comprehended by employing QoS technique with small 
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adaptations. The solution offered in this work is just a research proposal, and the belief is that 

the realization of this proposal is able to assist solving the problem of guaranteed QoS level.  

The main problem of this work is not considering the dynamic nature of the composition and 

ranking processes in case of having problems with test cases due to hardware failure or other 

issues. 

    In [10] a method is proposed to support the design process to have composite services 

supplemented with quality descriptions which can be further employed to define more 

composite service qualities. This method assists to have a better description and evaluation of 

composite service qualities. To achieve the goal a mathematical model is offered with a 

double range. First, this model is capable of describing a series of processes related to the 

required qualities in one set. It is required that actual services have to be chosen before the 

implementation of abstract services. Second, this model tries to resolve the problem of 

process selection by using the class of customers with their quality requirements and quality 

weights established by the customers. The goal of this method is to allow companies, 

providers, and developers to have a common perspective, which is the basis for potential 

improvements. Improving the ability to describe and evaluate services’ qualities will let the 

different service providers and customers to understand each other so as to create more 

advanced tools to upload more aspects of service design including definition, design, 

discovery, monitoring, selection, and contracts.  

        WS-BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) is a language for illustrating the 

actions of a business process which is based on the relations between the processes and their 

associate processes. In [38], authors propose an advanced QoS calculator model for WS-
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BPEL processes. This QoS determiner offers values for response time, cost, and reliability 

for every activity in a WS-BPEL model. Also, a QoS tool is proposed which allows the 

designer to change components of the BPEL process workflow, for instance, inserting fault 

tolerance constructs, and verify any QoS improvements in the process. This model has some 

problems such as not supporting discovery of exclusiveness of links, not handling isolated 

scopes (it allows to manage concurrent access for shared resources), and not capturing forced 

termination actions because of inability to work with termination handlers. 

     Service selection is a crucial part of every QoS based service composition. In [6], the 

broker proposes a service selection procedure for composing web services that supports 

various QoS classes which is totally different from the majority of the offered plans for 

service selection. Also, authors in [6] consider SLAs (service level agreement) surrounding 

the stream of requests and try to resolve and formulate the optimization problem by 

employing linear programming method. SLA is an efficient technique to estimate the quality 

of different services. It offers a method to catch the attention of more customers for different 

service providers, and constructs a type of novel business association through creation of the 

assurances at particular service level. This includes offering the reimbursement in case of 

inability for offering the guaranteed service level. SLA is able to assure multiple service 

levels and fast service composing and modifications in SOA models [58].  

     The proposed approach in [6] is able to control the service selection in an actual working 

broker-based architecture. The proposed problem formulation is capable of being changed to 

consider extra QoS attributes or to modify an offered SLA. The proposed model also offers a 

statistical assurance on the required QoS attributes.  
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     The authors of [55] studied complex service composition problem with multiple QoS 

constraints. A broker-based framework (QCWS) is proposed for QoS aware Web service 

composition. In this framework, web service composition with QoS guarantee contains two 

steps. The first step is service planning and the second step is service selection. The first step 

is accomplished by the Selection Manager (SM) and the second step is done by Composition 

Manager (CM) in the QoS broker. In addition, complex service‘s service selection problem 

with single QoS requirement is analyzed and studied. Also, the system model is expanded to 

be able to deal with multiple QoS requirements by employing two different models. The first 

model is defining the problem as a multi-dimension, multi-choice setback (the combinatorial 

model), and the second is describing the problem as an optimal path problem (the graph 

model) [55]. The goal of service selection is maximizing a user-defined utility function under 

the different QoS constraints. The definition of utility function might contain an extensive set 

of system parameters such as client QoS requirement (QoS constraint), static server 

information (service level), and network factor to reach some user specific goals. To evaluate 

their performances, simulation outcomes on using different service selection algorithms 

(optimal and heuristic) to choose and compose services under several QoS constraints are 

presented.  

     In [57], the basis for discovering the qualitative characteristic of web services 

composition is studied. This facilitates the construction of a system being able to provide an 

end to end advanced QoS to the customer by employing both the RS (Region Switching) 

algorithm and WS-Notification. The authors changed the level of monitoring from passive to 

active (e.g. observing information content instead of verifying web services availability 
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which is usually accomplished by other systems). This improvement gives considerable 

advantages since other systems are deeply relying on real-time data. As a consequence, this 

service provider may propose outstanding quantifiable QoS metrics. Some users may decide 

not to employ their services in the outlook, since the qualifiable QoS aspect was lost. To 

solve this problem, the RS algorithm which could control a complete multi web services 

composition process is employed. RS algorithm forms the composition process into a FSM 

(Finite State Machine) model, constructed above of the WS Notification infrastructure that 

offers denotations for message delivery. As of a web services composition call, the system 

sends notices to all participating services through the WS-Notification standard. This will 

activate announcements to be directed to every registered client when a modification happens 

inside a web service. Before obtaining an announcement message, the RS algorithm 

recognizes the web service influenced by this announcement, and estimates how this 

influence will change other web services. After that, it will publish a request to re-calculate a 

possible subset of the whole process planning to return an important update to the client. On 

top of it, an enhanced Decision Support Systems (DSS) can be constructed to create 

improved optimization scenarios and analyses. The problem of this method is how to 

incorporate this system with current QoS aware brokers intended for web services evaluation 

and composition. In [5], authors propose a heuristic based method to resolve the problem of 

QoS aware Web Service composition. They offer a heuristic algorithm (called 

H1_IP_RELAX) that employs a backtracking method on the outcomes calculated by a 

program. The evaluation of the results concludes that this heuristic algorithm is quick and 

provides outcomes which are close to the optimized solution.  
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     In [2] authors studied the problem of QoS-based Web services composition in presence of 

service dependencies and conflicts, by offering a GA (Genetic Algorithm). They offered 

Genetic Algorithm because it is scalable [20] and the experimental outcomes have proven 

that the computation time of the GA algorithm rises linearly while the quantity of the web 

services increases, and which the computation time is not exaggerated by the quantity of 

Web services. Therefore, the offered algorithm is able to be employed for big dynamic 

environments [57] with a huge number of Web services. The proposed GA is extensible, and 

also, the proposed algorithm considers five non-functional properties, which can be simply 

expanded to contain more nonfunctional properties.  This algorithm looks effective and for 

most of the tested problems, the proposed GA can discover a reasonable solution in a short 

period of time.  

2.3 Graph Based Service Composition and Ranking 

     In this section we survey graph-based techniques for web service composition. First we 

will briefly review the social network analysis concept in order to have a better background 

for the later reviews. 

2.3.1 Overview of Link Analysis Methods 

     Link Analysis is an unsupervised method which is not just a single algorithm but is 

referring to a collection of algorithms which are bounded with the data on which they operate 

[25] [32]. This type of data should be able to be represented in the form of nodes and links. 

Nodes (vertices) represent entities that can be people, documents, etc. Links (edges) indicate 

the relationships between nodes. Link Analysis can be used in a wide range of applications 

such as viral marketing, law enforcement applications, epidemiology, information retrieval, etc 
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[11] [21] [24] [44] [53]. The broad goal of link analysis is to employ algorithms to analyze 

the networks and acquire new relational information from the networks.  

     Link analysis algorithms for search engines continue to grow in importance due to the 

complexity of Internet by considering a variety of new users’ demands which are not 

satisfied by the traditional algorithms [26] [41]. Old search techniques focused on the search 

keywords but new search engine techniques are focusing on the relationship among pages. 

Therefore link analysis, which its goal is to find relational information from the networks, is 

suitable to be employed in new search techniques. Because we are going to employ link 

analysis techniques for ranking composite web services it is better to study them before 

employing them in order to have a better understanding for their usage.  

     Nowadays, Internet users expect relevant, reliable, and authoritative results from search 

engines. Authoritative pages are pages which are linked to by many other pages and 

recommended by many people. Therefore authoritative pages always have some important 

and reliable content related to the search topic. This is similar to the research papers which 

are cited by many other papers. For instance, if a user is looking for political news, CNN 

page is an authoritative page for her or him to click. The reason is that many news websites 

link to CNN as the source of the news. It is quite common that in the search results we can 

find many web pages which are not related to search topics. The aim of the PageRank 

algorithm is to find a strategy to distinguish these authoritative web pages from junk pages. 

This can be done by assigning a score to every page u by employing this formula (PageRank 

algorithm) [32]: 
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R(u) = ∑ ∊ +E(u)            (Equation 1) 

The notions are defined as below: 

– u : A web page 

– R(u) : Score (rank) of a web page u 

– Fu : Set of pages that are pointed to by u 

– Bu : Pages which point to u 

– Nu : the number of links from u 

– E(u) : A Priori score, e.g. it is a priori score for authoritative pages, and 

also, can counterbalance the effects of sinks which are pages that are pointed 

to but they don’t point to other pages (dead links) by negative scores, because 

usually authoritative pages point to many other pages but dead links don’t 

     The top search results are the relevant (based on the search keyword) and authoritative 

pages (based on the PagesRank scores). Google employs a combination of PageRank 

algorithm with other standard algorithms [41]. In our work we are looking for more 

accessible, reliable, and trustable nodes (which are more invoked than other nodes based on 

history data) in our service I/O graphs to assign higher weights to them in order to rank 

composition solutions. So we take a modified version of PageRank. 

     Kleinberg’s HITS algorithm [1] also scores pages based on links. This algorithm 

distinguishes hubs (pages that point to many other pages) and authorities (pages that are 

pointed to by many other pages) in its processing steps. Constructing a sub web graph is the 

first step to start a search on the Internet. Sub-graph is a small network within Internet which  
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is rich in relevant pages on the search topics. It is possible to obtain results which do not 

contain the main search keywords. For instance, if the search keyword is “DVD player” it is 

possible to obtain Sony’s home page even though it may not contain the words “DVD 

player”. The second step is calculating the hub score and authority score until reaching the 

equilibrium. Then the results will be ranked based on their hub/authority scores separately or 

in a combined way [1] [32]. 

    These two explained algorithms are based on the relation among the pages within the 

Internet, which demonstrates the usage of link analysis in new search engine techniques and 

possibly web services composition. HITS Algorithm is less efficient because it is query 

dependent. PageRank algorithm can be pre-computed before the actual query is submitted. 

We will use PageRank in our research because of this feature. 

2.3.2 Graph based Service Composition Methods 

     In this section current works which employed graph based techniques will be reviewed. 

Graph based methodologies were selected because they are able to effectively attain web 

service composition goals. The purpose is to permit the web service composition procedure 

to produce suitable solutions for a composition call whenever partial evaluation of the 

composition network is necessary. In the graph based technique, the composition network is 

represented as a graph network, and then graph network analysis metrics are employed to 

dynamically examine graph link composition to direct solutions in a way to satisfy the 

composition request.  

In [15], web services communications are symbolized as a graph network, where web 

services are symbolized by nodes, and the links among them are corresponding to edges. 
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Heuristic graph search algorithm is employed for the web service composer implementation, 

which is expressed by a series of graph network analysis ranks (such as PageRank) which 

dynamically inspect the relevance and importance level of every web service.  Also, in the 

experiment part they attempt to find what metrics are more capable of satisfying the request, 

and which are capable of directing to the maximum composition solution performance.  

     Instead of evaluating the performance for every metric in a separate manner, it is possible 

to evaluate the average performance for every categorized ranking metric, such as local 

(when only the local network information is required), global (when knowledge outside a 

node’s local region is required for the computation), absolute (when the rank’s range is 

general, and not based on the current request), and relative (when the rank value is evaluated 

related to the current request). Also, these ranking categories could be combined to two 

levels of categorizations which are Relative-Local, Relative-Global, Absolute-Global, and 

Absolute-Local. The outcomes indicate that in order to achieve higher performance levels the 

relative and global ranking metrics perform better than the absolute and local ones 

respectively.  

     There are some problems related to this work. First, the proposed method is incomplete 

and it requires additional experimental efforts to extend and verify the conclusions and 

outcomes. Secondly, an important extension is necessary, to develop a more general 

assessment procedure for the composition effectiveness with several metrics (metrics which 

web service composer is able to employ), and also, other factors such as computational cost 

of different ranking metrics has to be taken into account. The third problem is that it does not 

have different experimental settings within different types of composition graphs, to evaluate 
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the performance of the offered ranking categories and metrics. The experiment which has 

been accomplished in this work is just for uniform link distribution which has to be extended 

for different link distributions and link density levels in future works. In our thesis the 

experiment has been accomplished for a variety of link distributions. 

    The technique proposed in [29] formalizes the web service composition as a search 

problem in an AND/OR graph. An AND/OR graph is a structure which is usually employed 

in automatic problem solving. Given a particular service request which can only be satisfied 

by a composition of web services, we need to recognize the service categories which are 

related to the request and then dynamically construct an AND/OR graph to capture the 

input/output dependencies between the web services of these service categories. The graph 

change is accomplished based on the conditions in the request by using the logical operators. 

After that, the search algorithm is employed to search the changed AND/OR graph for a 

complete and minimal composite service template which satisfies the service request. The 

algorithm can be applied repetitively to the graph to explore for other templates until the 

result is accepted by the service requester.  

    In [16], the graph illustrating input/output dependencies between service operations is 

called Service Dependency Graph (SDG). Since relationships in an SDG are not directly 

described by data models from service interface definitions, the expressiveness and 

reusability of the relationship are not guaranteed. There is an improved version of SDG, 

namely SDG+, which has clear dependency declaration by conveying dependencies 

straightforwardly with static explicit declarations. After clarifying the attribute dependency 

and operation dependency, some issues in SDG could be solved by SDG+. Because SDG+ is 
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an extension of SDG, same search algorithm can be applied to SDG+. After that an automatic 

service composition algorithm could be developed based on SDG+.   

    In [45], a novel approach of automatic service composition is proposed. The matchmaking 

and discovery is based on semantic annotations of service properties, for instance their goals, 

inputs and outputs. This approach employs a graph-based search algorithm to resolve all 

potential composition candidates. Reasoning and filtering are done by using goal-based 

expressions on composition candidates. Two major components have been suggested to 

implement this - a validation wizard and an automatic composition engine.  

    The work in [45] is concentrating on the study of the scalability and performance metrics 

of the offered graph-based search algorithm. Concerning non-functional properties in these 

semantic annotations, this technique is restricted to the static properties such as cost. A 

simple accumulation can be done on such static properties. More sophisticated aggregation 

models could be considered to expand to more dynamic non-functional properties such as 

response time.  

    The technique proposed in [60] is to solve the matching problem where the output 

parameters of a web service can be considered as the input parameters of another web 

service. This work targets to eliminate the redundant web services included in the planning 

graph.  

     In [4], the web service composition is again considered as a planning problem. Besides 

employing the semantic information throughout the search, this approach also considers non-

functional attributes of the services (e.g. service quality). 
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     In [19], web services composition is based on the graph theory with using a modeling 

language which is called “interface automata”. In addition, some network analysis 

approaches have been proposed in other works which are suitable for semi-dynamic variation 

of composition solution models [3]. Also, some graph based algorithms for web service 

composition have been presented with different data structures such as chain data structure 

[28]. 

     Sometimes, we might require to record extra information about the web services in the 

dependency graph. As a consequence, researchers may need to benefit from other languages, 

for instance, Resource Description Framework (RDF) language that supplies data regarding 

web resources. In [19], the OWL-S (Web Ontology Language) description language is 

chosen to specify the behavioral properties of web services. This language identifies a web 

service in terms of execution workflow and its graphs, inputs and outputs.  

     Many of the surveyed techniques are not able to rank the final composition solutions. 

Many of them also did not consider the trust-ability and the variety of the QoS properties. In 

our work, we will try to improve the ranking system in order to find more trustable and high 

quality composition solutions.  

2.3.3 Combination of QoS and Link Analysis Methods for Service Composition 

     Combination of link analysis with some ranking procedures based on QoS will give us 

more reliable results. Composition method proposed in [33] falls into this category. A quality 

of service control can be performed based on the service failure rates.  A local service 

registry contains the binding information which is updated dynamically consistent with the 

evaluation provided by web service users, and also the probability of having low quality 
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solutions with high initial ranking scores. Such binding information can be employed to 

estimate a network of services, and then link analysis can be applied to rank services 

consistent with their popularity. The quality of the final composition solution can be 

evaluated by performing a simulation experiment. The experiment outcomes demonstrate 

that by considering the failures that consumers experienced, this method notably performs 

better in choosing relevant services. One of the problems of this method is that employing 

link analysis (e.g. PageRank) on the binding repository might be expensive in case of a huge 

network size. The experiment in this work has no control over the percentage of employing 

both quality control and social network analysis to offer better solutions. In this thesis we try 

to overcome these obstacles by offering a combined score based on both QoS and service 

rank score which let one to find the best combination of both factors for the ranking 

procedure. Also, the service rank metric defined in this thesis is based on both PageRank 

score and user feedbacks with their invocation dates. 

     A ranking method offered in [51] combines a few QoS properties with social analysis 

calculation to increase the performance of highly ranked solutions. Services are capable of 

creating a social network through invocation associations. In this method the composition 

solutions are sorted not only by considering their QoS values from the beginning of the 

procedure but also their popularities in terms of services’ usages by different clients and 

services. By this combination, the average rank of a user selected compositions will increase 

if it has a better performance.  

   The social ranking feature of the proposed algorithm is the frequency of the service usages 

by other services. A request from a client to a server is considered as a rating. The client 
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evaluates all the requests to compute a local rating of the server. Global ranking computation 

is based on the aggregation of local ratings. Number of service clients, frequency of services’ 

invocations by other services, and QoS (in this work availability, response time and in one 

experiment throughput) for each service, are three considered factors for the aggregation. The 

ranking is performed in two levels. The first level is local ranking which considers frequency 

of requests for each service, and QoS attributes. Also, local rankings have to be normalized 

to remove the effects of bogus services which send artificial requests to particular services in 

order to promote them. Global ranking values are driven from the normalized local rating 

matrix. Authors of [51] also try to prevent distributing global ranks to bogus services if they 

are not pointed to by reliable services, which could prevent malicious services from obtaining 

higher ranks. 

     At the end some experiments have been conducted on real-world data to verify the goals. 

The results showed different performance from different services with same functionality in 

different day times. The second experiment studies how QoS impacts the ranks of the 

services. Results show that by increasing the invocation numbers of each service we will 

have lower performance of them which decreases their ratings. Therefore traffic has to be 

directed in a proper way to have less overloading on services to prevent deterioration of 

services’ rankings. In the third experiment the effect of monitoring on the procedure has been 

studied. The outcomes of the third experiment demonstrate that monitoring has little effect on 

increasing the processing time. The fourth experiment demonstrates that it is capable of being 

employed for thousands of services in the real environment.  
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     In method proposed in [51] QoS attributes have been combined with social analysis 

methods, and these two methods are indistinguishable in the work. Also, this method does 

not consider that having unreliable QoS data in the beginning will make the ranking 

untrustworthy. In this thesis we employ PageRank for ranking which is totally different from 

the social ranking technique proposed in [51]. The reason is that the main contribution in this 

thesis is employing the history log to improve trust-ability rather than just focusing on non-

functional (QoS) attribute values of the solutions from the beginning. Also, in this thesis 

many other QoS attributes have been considered, studied, defined and combined with the 

defined service rank. 

2.4 Conclusion 

     As mentioned above, several services can be composed to construct a composite service 

which produces an overall functionality. One method of composition is using QoS-based 

techniques. The reason for employing QoS-based service composition is having a guaranteed 

quality for delivered composition services. Graph based methods use I/O graphs in order to 

offer an overall functionality to requesters. These graphs are constructed by using the 

semantic inputs and outputs of different web services. 

    Unfortunately, many graph based algorithms do not have an efficient strategy to rank 

composition solutions. Our work is a combination of these two methods in a novel way (with 

employment of history logs) which is intended to find a trustable technique for ranking 

composition solutions. In order to have the most valid and high quality solution at the end, a 

variety of QoS attributes should be defined, quantified and categorized. By combination of 

these QoS attributes with the modified well known link analysis methods, our method can 
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improve pervious techniques to find high quality and at the same time reliable composition 

solutions.   
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY  

 

    When an atomic web service can’t satisfy a user’s requirement, the I/O graph (which is 

constructed based on the semantic inputs and outputs of web services) should be employed to 

find composite services. The objective is to satisfy functional and non-functional users’ 

requirements dynamically. After discovering the related atomic web services we should start 

to generate different composition solutions and then find the optimal composition based on 

the I/O graph. This goal can be accomplished by employing social network analysis 

techniques such as the modified PageRank algorithm combined with QoS information. 

Because we don’t deal with web pages we define it as Service Rank Score (SRS) instead of 

PageRank score.  

    A social network for web services based on past invocation data can be generated in the 

service registry, and then the Service Rank algorithm could be used and combined with QoS 

attribute values for selecting the best composition solution. In the rest of this chapter we will 

define different methodologies to achieve our goals. 

3.1 Overview of the Algorithm 

       Our proposed algorithm for the composite web services ranking and selection begins 

with a service graph. The network of web services constructs a graph, in which each service 

is considered as a node, and the relations among the nodes are considered as edges. On other 

side usage history log records the information related to the past service invocations.  
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     We can define a set of parameters for each web service including input parameters and 

output parameters of the service [60]. When a web service is invoked with its input set it will 

return the output set. It can be defined that a web service A has a link to service B if input set 

of B is a subset of Output set of A. 

      In fact, a web service network is a network consisting of a set of nodes and a set of links. 

Each link connects a pair of nodes (e.g. A to B) showing a connection from a web service to 

another web service.  

     As was explained before, each node is a web service, and each link demonstrates the 

relation between web services. For instance, Figure 1 illustrates a web service graph in which 

service A links to B and C, B links to C, and C does not point to any nodes. Other details of 

this figure will be explained in later sections. 

     

Figure 1 - A sample web services graph 

     We assume that all of the composition solutions can be found based on the service I/O 

graph by using some existing algorithms (for instance, a tool has been developed for this 
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thesis which is able to find all the routes between two nodes in an I/O graph). Afterwards the 

composite services are required to be ranked, because usually there are more than one 

solution being found based on the I/O matching due to the numerous possible routes between 

two nodes in a given I/O graph.   

     Depending on how this set of solutions is going to be ranked, there are two main 

categories of approaches of our interest. One approach is evaluating a composite web service 

based on QoS factors. The other is using social network analysis algorithm to rank all of the 

web services independent of QoS factors.  

     PageRank algorithm, which is one of the well known link analysis algorithms, can be 

employed and modified to calculate a ranking score for all web services in the attained I/O 

graph based on how they were connected with each other and how frequently they were 

invoked before, which is called Service Rank algorithm in our work. A service can be ranked 

high by Service Rank algorithm if it is invoked by many other web services, or invokes many 

other web services which are semantically connected to them. Also, for calculating the 

service rank score we should not ignore weights in our I/O graph which are attained from 

history logs. Calculating weights from history logs will be explained in details in the next 

section. 

     Because we need to rank the different composition solutions by employing the Service 

Rank algorithm, a service rank unique value for a composition solution should be defined 

based on its components’ service rank values and weights of the links. Having higher service 

rank scores for compositions means that they have higher probability to be chosen and 
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invoked by the requesters, and also, their component services are usually more reliable and 

trustable.            

     On the other hand, in order to satisfy requestors’ QoS requirements, QoS data also needs 

to be considered during the ranking process; to achieve this goal we should propose a way to 

evaluate QoS parameters for getting an overall quality score for a composite web service.     

This goal can be achieved by categorizing and quantifying different QoS parameters and 

defining a unique value for overall QoS level. The last step is to compare this value with the 

requester’s QoS demanded value, and combine it with the service rank unique score, to rank 

the solutions.  

     Based on what was explained before, here we employ both approaches (QoS and Service 

Rank) to increase trust-ability of selected compositions. Before starting the ranking process 

stated above we have two main steps. The first is finding (or generating) a composition I/O 

graph which contains web services related to a request (with their I/O relationships) and the 

second step is considering the available web service descriptions and their semantic input and 

outputs in this I/O graph to generate our solutions. Then, for each composition solution we 

consider the ranking scores of all nodes, based on both QoS factors and Service Rank scores 

(with considering links’ probability weights obtained from history logs).  Also, our solution 

can be further improved by eliminating extra links, to attain a better graph for the 

composition. For simplicity, in these solutions in case of having multiple links (if they point 

to the same side) between two web services, only one link should be kept. Our main focus in 

this work is on ranking and selection of available composition solutions in order to satisfy a 

user’s functional and non-functional requirements. 
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3.2 I/O Graph and Weights Calculated on History Log 

     History logs are attained from the past service invocations by different users. These logs 

can be saved in service registries. It is possible to use these logs to assign weights to different 

links in our I/O graph, and to discover more reliable composition solutions. There are 

different types of relations in the I/O graph, including sequential, concurrent, conditional and 

selective relations [34]. If invocation of a service such as ws  requires invocation of another 

service such as ws  then they have relation in a sequential manner. We denote this sequential 

composite relation by “^” operator (e.g. ws ^ws ). If invocation of a service such as ws  

requires invocation of other services such as ws  and ws  together, then invocations of ws  

and ws   are concurrent and they have concurrent relation in our composite solution. We 

denote this concurrent composite relation by “*” operator (e.g. (ws  *ws ) ^ ws ). To show 

conditional relation we use ‘~’ sign (e.g. ws  ~ws ), and for selective invocation we employ 

‘+’ sign (e.g. ws + ws ). These types of invocations, their illustrations, and their calculation 

methods for QoS values will be discussed in details in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. In this section 

we will explain methods to calculate different links’ weights from history logs.  

     Three important factors have to be considered for calculating weights in I/O graph. The 

first one is the web service users’ contracts of invoking that service, the second is the dates of 

invocations, and the third is to consider frequency of invocations in our history logs. The 

important parameters which should be evaluated in contracts are durations and start dates. 

This approach assigns higher weights to more frequently invoked, latest and valid web 

services and distinguishes them from other services. 
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     Table 1 and Table 2 demonstrate a portion of a sample history log. A list of requests’ 

invocation dates with their user data are displayed in Table 1, and different users’ contracts 

data is listed in Table 2.  

      Table 1 - Invocations in the history log by users U1, U2, U3 

Requested Service Invocation Time User 
A 22/03/2007 4:30 PM U  

A^B^C 22/04/2007 2:30 PM U  
A^B*(C^E) 22/07/2007 1:30 PM U  
A^B^C^D 14/12/2006 8:30 AM U  

A^B 11/03/2006 8:00 AM U  
A^B 18/05/2007 9:30 AM U  
B^C 15/06/2007 10:30 AM U  

A^(B+D)*(E^F) 17/02/2007 1:30 PM U  
C 21/03/2006 11:30 AM U  

C^(D+F) 16/05/2007 4:00 PM U  

Table 2 - Information from different users’ contracts 

Requested Service Contract Start date and Duration User 
A 22/03/2007, 1month U  

A^B^C 22/03/2007, 2 months U  
A^B*(C^E) 22/07/2007, 4 months U  
A^B^C^D 14/12/2006, 6 months U  

A^B 10/03/2006, 3 months U  
A^B 18/03/2007, 4 months U  
B^C 15/03/2007, 1 month U  

A^(B+D)*(E^F) 14/02/2007, 2 months U  
C 20/03/2006, 3 months U  

C^(D+F) 17/03/2007, 18 months U  

 

The first important factor for weighting links in our I/O graph is users’ contracts (e.g. SLA 

– Service Level Agreement). If we have contracts with earlier start dates and longer duration 
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time, then we will assign a higher weight for links in them. The rationale behind is that if the 

contract duration is longer, it usually means consumers have a higher trust level on this 

service. Below we first define the weight based on the start date of the contract: 

Let l   be the link from l  to l   

Let L   be the set of all occurrences of l  in the log 

Let l   be the r-th occurrence of l  

Then WSDC is the weight of start date of contract for l :  

( ) = 
| |

∑
  

       (Equation 2) 

After that we will define the weight based on the duration of the contract - WDC for l :  

( ) = 
| |

∑            (Equation 3)          

     The second important factor for weighting links in I/O graph is the invocation date. The 

higher rank should be given to the more recently invoked links. The rationale is simple, 

because we prefer newer data. The weight of invocation date WID will be defined as follows: 

( ) = 
| |

∑
  

       (Equation 4) 

Note that here the unit of time is minute. 

     The third factor to calculate weight is frequency. In table 1, it is apparent that we have 

four invocations of A  B by the user U . In order to prevent the possible spamming or 

putting too much weight on one user’s history data, we give higher weight to the first 

invocation by a requester, lower weight to the second invocation by the same requester, and 

ignore the rest of the invocations. Therefore, for example, we don’t count A B invocations 
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more than two times from user U . We can set some predefined coefficients for weighting 

invocation frequencies. The following formula is to calculate the weight for invocation 

frequency in the history log:  

Let F1 be the frequency of the first invocations by different consumers (coefficient c  is set 

to 1), 

Let F2 be the frequency of the second invocation by different consumers (c  is set to 0.1), 

 ( ) = × F1 +  × F2           (Equation 5) 

For example, we can calculate the weight for A B as follows: 

F1 (A^B) = 2 (it is invoked by two different users) 

F2 (A^B) = 2  

WF(A^B) = c × F1 + c  × F2= 1×2 + 0.1×2 = 2.2 

After all the weights have been calculated, Let WI be the final invocation weight for l , then 

we will have: 

 ( ) = WF( ) × ( ) × ( ) × ( )          (Equation 6) 

Final results will then be normalized to the range [0,1] based on the following formula, and 

later in this chapter this normalized weight will be referred to as W . 

N  ( ) =    –      
          

            (Equation 7) 

= N  ( )            (Equation 8) 

     In continue we will employ these weights to calculate service rank scores in our I/O graph 

which will be explained in later sections. 
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3.3 Social Network Analysis of Web Services 

     Social network analysis techniques have improved web search to become more accurate 

and trustable by employing algorithms such as PageRank or HITS. The actual usage data 

(e.g. click-through data [59] and access patterns [56]) can further be utilized to improve the 

performance. The nodes in a web graph are web pages and links in the graph are from the 

hyperlinks between web pages (nodes).   

     Web services also can form a social network graph despite of the fact that the web 

services’ social network is not as straightforward as that of web pages. If we assume that we 

can save history logs of the real usage data in one or more web services registry centers, we 

can apply link analysis algorithms for ranking the web services as we are able to accomplish 

for a network of web pages. The web service graph can be obtained by generating the I/O 

graph and then assigning weights to all links based on history logs, Figure 1 illustrates such a 

graph.  

     In Figure 1 (a sample web services graph), there are three services A, B, and C, which are 

assumed to be offered by three independent providers. We presume that we have the service 

links as follows: 1) Service A has a link to service B with weight W  and to C with weight 

W (weight is the probability that service A invokes service B based on history logs); 2) Web 

service B has a link to Service C with a weightW . We treat weights as the probabilities to 

reach nodes in our constructed service graph which later we will employ to calculate Service 

Rank scores. Here we are focusing on the I/O graph and the probabilistic composition graph 

will be explained in later sections.  
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Web services network can play a significant role for web services discovery, and in 

particular for generating compositions and ranking them based on a request which can’t be 

satisfied by an atomic service [30].  

3.3.1  Service Rank Score for a Single Service  

     A process to discover the graph properties according to the link distributions among the 

nodes of the graph is called the link analysis of a graph. This technique has been employed 

for the ranking of web pages for the Internet searching.  There are several link analysis 

ranking algorithms, such as HITS, Salsa [12] and PageRank. Since PageRank is the most 

popular technique in web page ranking due to Google’s success, we will employ and modify 

it to demonstrate how a link analysis technique can be employed for ranking web services 

[12] [33].  

     A service can be ranked high by PageRank algorithm if it is pointed to by many other web 

services or points to many other highly ranked web services based on their semantic inputs 

and outputs. Here we assume that our requester is looking for a series of services in the I/O 

graph. In other words, PageRank algorithm here presumes that a requester can eventually 

reach its required demands at any link in the I/O graph (because we are going to generate 

different composition solutions from the I/O graph). The goal is to measure the importance 

level of a web service in the I/O graph by looking at its invocation histories if it is invoked by 

many other services or invoking many other highly ranked services, which demonstrates that 

the level of service importance or trust-ability is higher. 

     We define PageRank score for web services with the damping factor as follows: Assume 

that web service A points to a set of other services FS (A), and A is also pointed to by a set of 
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services BS (A).  We denote the size of FS (A) by CS (A). The PageRank score PRS (A) of the 

service A is given by: 

PRS(A)= (1-damps) + damps × ∑             (Equation 9) 

    In the original PageRank algorithm the probability from one node to another is the same 

for the whole graph. However, based on the invocation history, these probabilities could be 

different. So our Service Rank formula adapted from this original PageRank formula is 

defined as below (b  points to b : 

SRS( )= (1-damps) + damps × ∑           (Equation 10) 

     By this formula we employ the invocation weights calculated based on the history log in 

our Service Rank score. How to calculate the weights has been explained in the previous 

section.  

If we use the example from Figure 1 and assume that: 

W = W =W =1 

Also, by initializing SRS(A), SRS(B), and SRS(C) to 1, it is possible to iteratively calculate 

the scores until they converge to a final result. 

SRS(A) = 0.15  + 0  No nodes point to A 

SRS(B) = 0.15 + 0.85 × (SRS(A) / 2) × W  

SRS(C) = 0.15 + 0.85 × (SRS(A) / 2 × W + SRS(B) / 1× W )  

     By solving this set of equations in 20 iterations, we get SRS(A) ≈ 0.15, SRS(B) ≈ 

0.213750, and SRS(C) ≈ 0.395438.  As we can observe from obtained values, web service C 
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has the highest PageRank score since it is pointed by all other nodes (more nodes point to C). 

After that, we will normalize the Service Rank scores by using this formula: 

SRSF( = Normalized( ) )=  –     
        

    (Equation 11) 

       Based on what was explained before, Service Rank scores generally reflect the relative 

trust-ability (how well a service in the I/O graph is reachable and invoke-able by the 

requester) and importance of the web services in the network.  

3.3.2 Probabilistic Composition Graph and More Invocation Types 

     As we illustrated and mentioned before in Figure 1, each service in I/O graph is 

represented as a node and is connected to other nodes via directed links. This figure only 

shows the sequential relationship between services, and there is equal probability from one 

node to another. The actual composition graph could be much more complicated, for 

instance, in Figure 2, the probability which web service A invokes web service B is P1 and C 

is P2. These probabilities demonstrate that invocations are not independent and are 

conditional. We call this kind of invocation as the conditional invocation. This probability is 

different from the weight which we defined before. The probabilities are presumed to be one 

if no value is mentioned in the composition graph (e.g. for concurrent and selective 

invocations) [34].       
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Figure 2 – More complex composition graph 

         

       In Figure 3(a) we have a sequential invocation. Sequential activation is when a web 

service is activated as a consequence of completing of a predecessor web service. In Figure 

3(b) a web service requires its successors to be invoked in parallel and probabilities are 

assumed to be one, and this is called the concurrent invocation. In Figure 3(c) we have a 

conditional invocation with different probabilities. These invocations are not independent 

from each other. In the fastest-predecessor-triggered activation, as long as one of the 

predecessors completes, it will activate the web service as shown in Figure 3(d) and this is 

called the selective invocation. When a web service is activated after the completion of all of 

its predecessor web services, it is called the synchronized activation (join), which could be 

considered as another type of concurrent invocation, as in Figure 3(e). In synchronized 

activation, all of the probabilities have to be one, and it can’t be conditional [34]. 
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                       Figure 3 [34] – Illustration of more complete list of invocation types 

     We can use the composition graph in Figure 4 to explain these different types of 

invocations. In Figure 4(a), service F is activated when either B is completed (it should be 

after A invokes B) or after D is completed (after A invokes C and C invokes D). In Figure 

4(b) web service A requires its successors to be invoked in parallel and probabilities should 

be one. And web service F is invoked after the completion of all its predecessors D and B, 

which are good examples for synchronized activation (join). 

 

                                                                          

                          (a)                                                                                          (b) 

Figure 4 – Different types of invocations in complex compositions 
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3.3.3 Service Rank Unique Value for the Composite Service 

 
     Because Service Rank can be considered as importance probability to invoke a web 

service in an I/O graph, we will use the following probability rules [36] to calculate the 

Service Rank Unique Value (SUV) for concurrent compositions: 

Rule 1: Complement Rule 

If A and A' are complements  P(A) + P(A' ) = 1       (Equation 12) 

Rule 2: Addition Rule 

    P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A AND B)       (Equation 13) 

 

Rule 3: Mutually Exclusive Rule 

If A and B are mutually exclusive then P(A AND B) = 0 

    P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B)-P(A A AND B)       (Equation 14) 

Rule 4: Multiplication Rule 

    P(A AND B) = P(B) P(A|B)           (Equation 15) 

    P(A AND B) = P(A) P(B|A)           (Equation 16) 

Rule 5: Independence Rule 

If A and B are independent, then: 

    * P(A|B) = P(A)   (a)             (Equation 17) 

    * P(B|A)= P(B)   (b)             (Equation 18) 

    * P(A AND B) = P(A) P(B)    (c)          (Equation 19) 

    * P(A OR B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A)P(B) (d)        (Equation 20) 
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     Service Rank Unique Value (SUV) will be defined based on different types of invocations 

in a generated composition solution. Service Rank score of a single service demonstrates how 

well it is reachable by a requester in the I/O graph and how frequently it is actually invoked 

by different requestors, which in a way measures how trustable it is to make this selection. 

Service Rank score of the composite service measures the overall trust-ability of the 

composition solution. For instance, if we have a sequential invocation CS1: ws ws as in 

Figure 5(a), then we can define its SUV score using this formula: 

SUV(CS1)=                    (Equation 21) 

    LF is length of CS1 which is the number of its nodes. The reason for defining this kind of 

length factor is to avoid selecting long chain of services. The compositions with shorter 

length will be preferred. In general to calculate the SUV score for a sequential invocation we 

will have this formula: 

SUV(CS)= ×∑           (Equation 22) 

                                           

(a) (b)  

Figure 5 – Sequential and concurrent web services used for SUV calculations 

    In above formula a composite service is denoted as CS which contains a set of services 

WS= {ws , ws ,  …}. WS demonstrates a subset of registered services from the history 
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graph which are employed in our generated composition solutions. These services can be 

composed together to satisfy the requester’s demands based on their relations in our I/O 

graph. ws  can be an atomic web service or another composite service.  

     In Figure 5(b), because ws  and ws  are concurrent services, as a consequence, we have 

“AND” relationship between their Service Rank scores. We can merge these probabilities 

using rule 5(c). In the concurrent composition which is illustrated in Figure 6, we have (n-1) 

concurrent invocations. Therefore, to define a SUV score for concurrent invocations with a 

more generalized formula, we simply calculate the P (ws  AND ws   AND … AND ws ), 

which is equal to ∏ . SRS ,..., SRS  . We have this generalized formula for 

concurrent invocations (the formula for the opposite direction invocation will be same): 

SUV(CS)=  ∏           (Equation 23) 

 

 

Figure 6 – Concurrent invocations 

 

      If invocation of a service such as ws  is followed by the invocation of only one of the 

services such as ws  or ws , then invocations of ws  and ws   are conditional and they have 

conditional relation in our composite solution.  
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Figure 7 – Conditional invocations 

     Because ws  and ws  are conditional services, we have “OR” relationship between SRS1 

and SRS2, and for each invocation we also have a probability value (Figure 7). In the 

selective composition which is illustrated in Figure 8, we have n selective invocations. 

Therefore, to define a SUV score for the selective invocation with a more generalized 

formula, we simply calculate P(ws  OR ws  OR … OR ws ) for selective invocations. Note 

that we should also consider probabilities P1,…, Pn-1 for different selections. We have this 

generalized formula for selective invocations (Figure 8) which is same as the formula for 

conditional invocations (Figure 7): 

SUV(CS)=∑           (Equation 24) 

In Figure 3(d) we have selective relations among predecessor services. We have this 

generalized formula for this type of composition as follow: 

SUV(CS)= ~ (            (Equation 25)               

 

Figure 8 - Selective invocations 
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     More complicated examples are shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b) (probabilities are assumed 

to be one) in which we have one sequential invocation in the beginning, a concurrent 

invocation in the middle of Figure 9(a) and a selective invocation in the middle of Figure 

9(b), and finally one sequential invocation at the end. It is important to mention that it is 

impossible to combine Figures 9(a) and 9(b), since if we have a concurrent invocation of 

branches in the middle of them, it will be impossible to have selective invocations of the 

same branches. 

 

                                                 

                                 (a)                                                                       (b) 

Figure 9 - Composition samples 
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We calculate the SUV for the composition in Figure 9(a) by combining previously defined 

formulas: 

SUV(CS)= 3 ×(SUV(ws1) + SUV ws2^ws3^ws4 SUV ws2^ws5^ws6 + 

SUV(ws7^ws8)) 

Also, we calculate the SUV for the composition in Figure 9(b) as follows: 

SUV(CS)= 3 ×(SUV(ws1)+max(SUV ws2^ws3^ws4   SUV ws2^ws5^ws6 + 

SUV(ws7^ws8)) 

     As we can see, different parts of the compositions have sequential or concurrent 

relationships to each other; therefore we combined their SUV calculations in order to get the 

final SUV for the solution. 

     These formulas will give us a unique value for the composite solution’s service rank 

unique score. A higher SUV value indicates a better accessible and trustable composition 

solution. Also, if SUV values are calculated from PageRank scores instead of Service Rank 

scores it is called PageRank unique value (PUV). If a composition has a higher PUV score it 

has a better connectivity between its nodes. 

3.4 QoS Categorization and Quantification    

     There are numerous QoS attributes related to web services. We will arrange them into 

different QoS categories by considering different types of requirements and quantifications. 

Each category has a set of measurable parameters. We will demonstrate which kind of 

different QoS requirements we will consider and how we can quantify them.  

     Here, categorization is mainly based on QoS data types. For instance, if we have Boolean 

values for some QoS factors, then we will categorize them into Boolean category. Or, if we 
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have probabilistic QoS factors we can categorize them into types such as probabilistic 

category. Also, we will try to have separate categories for positive parameters (the higher the 

value, the better) such as reliability from negative parameters (the lower the value, the better) 

such as cost. 

     For each category we will define a formula which can be used to measure and combine its 

QoS values to rank the composite service. At the end we will define a unique QoS value for 

the whole composite service. 

3.4.1 Positive Numeric QoS Parameters 

     Positive Numeric QoS Parameters have no specific ranges and we require higher values 

for them to have better QoS. Runtime related QoS parameters are the major elements of this 

category. 

Scalability is the ability to boost the computing power of the service provider’s computer 

system [42].It indicates that the system is capable of performing how many more transactions 

per second. This is related to throughput and performance. If we have a higher average 

scalability of the composite services’ nodes, we have a higher scalability for the whole 

composite service.  

Throughput is the number of completed service requests per time period which in fact is 

related to latency and capacity.  

Capacity indicates how many concurrent connections a service supports to have in order to 

have a required performance which is different from scalability. As mentioned before 

scalability is the capability of boosting the computing power of the service provider’s 

computer. 
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To calculate throughput, capacity, and scalability values for a composite service we 

should consider the worst case which will be the minimum of services’ throughput, capacity 

and scalability values. 

Accuracy indicates how many errors a service makes over a period of time, e.g. in one 

second.  

Stability/change cycle is a measure about how stable the service is and indicates how often it 

transforms its interface and implementation. This can be calculated by dividing its number of 

transformations divided by the period of time.  

To calculate the accuracy and stability/change cycle values of a composite service we can 

simply calculate the addition of services’ accuracy and stability/change cycle values. The 

reason is that the number of errors and transformations has to be considered for every web 

service in the composition. 

We normalize their values to a range between 0 and 1 in order to have a standard value 

for the simulation, comparison and evaluation for each composition. 

Positive Numeric QoS Unique Value (NPQUV) is the combination of positive numeric 

QoS parameters that is defined as the addition of Scalability, Accuracy, Stability/change 

cycle, Throughput, Completeness, and Capacity.  

3.4.2 Negative Numeric QoS Parameters 

Negative Numeric QoS Parameters have no specific ranges and if they have lower values 

is better. Performance is the major part of this category which is to measure the speed of 

serving a request.  
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Latency and Response time:  Response time is the guaranteed time needed to complete a 

service request. Latency is the required time between the service request received and the 

request is being answered which can be considered as the average delay on serving a request 

[42]. In general to calculate the latency for a sequential invocation (e.g. Figure 4), we will 

have this formula:    

Let LT be the total latency of a composite web service CS which consists of n services, 

and let  be the latency of the component web service I, then we have: 

LT(CS)=∑              (Equation 26) 

     In the concurrent composition which is illustrated in Figure 6, we have (n-1) concurrent 

invocations. Therefore, to define a total latency for concurrent invocations with a more 

generalized formula, we simply consider the maximum latency of concurrent invocations. 

The maximum part is because of the fact that all predecessors should be completed. We have 

this generalized formula for concurrent invocations: 

LT(CS)= MAXi( )+               (Equation 27) 

     In the selective composition which is illustrated in Figure 8, we could simply consider the 

minimum latency. We have this generalized formula for selective invocations: 

LT(CS)= MINi( )+                (Equation 28) 

We can use two examples to show the calculation steps. In the first example, we calculate 

the total latency for the composition in Figure 9 (a) by employing this formula: 

LT(CS)=LT(WS1) +MAX( LT WS2^WS3^WS4 , LT WS2^WS5^WS6 +LT(WS7^WS8) 

LT(CS)= lt  +MAX( lt lt lt , lt lt lt +(lt lt  
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In the second example, we calculate the total latency for the composition in Figure 9 (b) 

by employing this formula: 

LT(CS)=LT(WS1) +MIN( LT WS2^WS3^WS4 , LT WS2^WS5^WS6 +LT(WS7^WS8) 

LT(CS)= lt  +MIN( lt lt lt , lt lt lt +(lt lt  

     As we can observe that different parts of the composition have sequential and concurrent 

relationships to each other, we employ different types of latency formulas in order to 

calculate the final total latency for the composition solution. We normalize LT value to the 

range between 0 and 1. The calculation for the response time will follow the same steps.  

Cost is the measurement of the cost for requesting the service and its execution. For instance 

we can measure the cost per request or per volume of data. Usually cost has a direct relation 

with web service’s quality.  Reliable, faster, more secure web services usually cost more. Let 

 be the cost of a web service execution. Let C be the total cost of the composite web service 

then we have:  

For sequential invocation (as in Figure 5(a)): 

C(CS)=∑             (Equation 29) 

For concurrent invocation (Figure 6): 

C(CS)= ∑  +            (Equation 30) 

For selective composition (Figure 8): 

C(CS)=MAXi(  +            (Equation 31) 

For conditional composition (e.g. as in Figure 7) the formula is defined as follows: 

C(CS)=MAXi(  +           (Equation 32) 
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    We use the maximum value because for the cost we must always be prepared for the 

highest one in our composition solutions. We normalize this value between 0 and 1 to have 

standard values for the simulation, comparison and evaluation. 

Negative Numeric QoS Unique Value (NNQUV) is the combination of latency, response 

time (L/R), and cost which is the addition of their inverse values (x ). 

3.4.3 Probabilistic QoS Parameters 

Probabilistic QoS Parameters can be treated similarly to probabilities, which makes us 

able to employ probability rules to define final formulas for them. These parameters are 

reliability, availability, and Robustness/ Flexibility which are all positive QoS factors. 

Reliability is the capacity of a service to complete its essential functions successfully under 

acknowledged conditions for a specific period of time [42]. Therefore, we simply define it as 

probability of successful invocations of a service over a period of time (between zero and 

one). As a consequence we are able to use the probability formulas for calculating the total 

reliability of a composite service. 

     In Figure 4 (sequential invocation), the reliability of any service is very essential for our 

composition’s total reliability. Therefore based on the probability rules we should multiply 

reliability of each service to get the composite service’s reliability. To calculate the reliability 

for a sequential invocation we will use this formula: 

Let  be the reliability of a web service in the composition; 

Let R be the total reliability of the composite web service, then we have:  

R(CS)=∏             (Equation 33) 
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     In Figure 6 we have concurrent invocation of services and service WSn only commences 

when all active predecessors become completed. Because reliability is the probability of 

successful invocations of a service over a period of time, we can simply use AND operator to 

calculate total reliability here. Therefore, the formula for total reliability in case of having 

concurrent invocations will be defined same as sequential invocations because: 

R(CS)=(∏ ) ×      R(CS)=∏           (Equation 34) 

In the selective composition which is illustrated in Figure 8, to define reliability we simply 

use OR operator for selective invocations. The reason is that one of the branches is needed 

for starting WSn. We have this generalized formula for selective invocations: 

R(CS)= MINi( )                (Equation 35) 

This formula is defined because in selective invocations we should consider the worst 

possible case for probabilistic attributes such as reliability. 

Availability is the probability which service is available and it is related to reliability. We 

define measurement formula as follows [27]: 

Let TT be the total time.  

Let AT be the time that a specific service is available. 

Availability will be defined by the following formula: 

Availability=                 (Equation 36) 

     By this formula we calculate the probability which a service is available during the total 

invocation time for the composition solution. Because availability is based on the probability 
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therefore to calculate the availability of a composite service we can simply use the 

probability formulas as we did for reliability. 

Robustness/ Flexibility can be defined as the probability to which a service is able to 

function properly in case of having incomplete, conflicting or invalid inputs. Because 

Robustness/ Flexibility is a probability value, to calculate the Robustness/ Flexibility (RF) of 

a composite service we can simply use the probability formulas as we did for reliability.  

Probabilistic QOS Unique Value (PQUV) is defined as the combination of Reliability, 

Availability, and Robustness/ Flexibility and its value is the addition of these QoS attributes.  

3.4.4 Boolean Type QoS Parameters 

Boolean QoS parameters are either zero or one. Security and Configuration Management 

related QoS values are the important elements of this category. 

Integrity of the data, on which transactions operate, can be guaranteed by grouping 

transactions into separate units. The unit will be successful if every transaction in the unit 

“commit” or all “roll back” to their unique state in case of having a transaction failure [42]. 

We can assign a value 0 or 1 which indicates if we have a successful unit of transactions and 

guarantees the integrity of data and helps increasing the degree of transaction support by the 

web service.  

 Exception Handling indicates if the service can perform properly when a service receives 

less number of parameters than it needs. Here we can quantify this by assigning a value of 1 

or 0 which shows if the service is able to handle the exceptions or not.  

Regulatory score indicates if the service is properly aligned with regulations or not (one or 

zero).  
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Supported Standard score shows if a service complies with standards such as industry 

specific standards by assigning one or zero.  

Guaranteed messaging requirements parameter is a value of one or zero to show if a web 

service guarantees the order and persistence of the messages.  

Security related QoS can be defined in a more fine-grained level but because of the lack of 

support in current service oriented applications, we simply use the Boolean value to represent 

it. 

Authentication indicates if the service authenticates users or other services to access it. If the 

authentication system exists we can assign 1 otherwise we can assign 0.  

Authorization measures whether the service authorizes principals so that only they can 

access the secured services. If yes then we assign value 1 else 0. 

For Confidentiality if the service treats the data in such a way that authorized principals are 

the only ones who can access or change the data then we assign value 1 to it, otherwise zero.  

If the supplier is accountable for its services then the Accountability value is 1 else 0. 

If the history of a service is traceable when serving a request, then we assign Traceability 

and Auditability score with value one, else zero.  

Data encryption score shows if the service encrypts data and its provider guarantees these 

security requirements or not. This score is either zero or one. 

To calculate the final value of each of the discussed Boolean type QoS parameters for a 

composition, we employ the logical “AND” operator. It means calculated value is one if and 

only if all of the services’ Boolean QoS values in composite service are one. 
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     Boolean Unique QOS Value (BUQV) is defined as the combination of Integrity score, 

Exception Handling score, Regulatory score, Supported Standard score, Guaranteed 

messaging requirements score, Authentication Score, Authorization Score, Confidentiality 

Score, and Auditability Score and its value is the addition of these attribute values. 

3.4.5 Enumeration QoS parameters 

These parameters are user related factors such as user ratings, availability of QoS data to 

the user, and tooling options for the user. For instance, we can assign excellent, good, 

average, not bad and bad to these parameters (e.g. by using scales of 1-5). 

3.4.5.1 User Rating 

     The user rating for a service is a measure of its usefulness for the user which is based on 

user’s experiences of invoking different services. Users can have dissimilar ideas about one 

service. The value of user rating is defined as the average of different ratings by different 

users. We denote User Rating by UR (it will be measured by using scales of 1-5) [57].  

3.4.5.2 Availability of QoS Data to the User  

     QoS data which is attained by the invocation of a service should be made available to the 

users in a way which guarantees that proper information is offered at abstraction levels with 

the intention of advancing the future planning and comprehension of service functionality 

[37]. This is a very important point to be considered in QoS evaluation of a composite 

service. We denote Availability of QoS Data to the User by AU (Availability will be 

measured by using scales of 1-5). This availability of QoS data to the user is different from 

the availability which is one of the probabilistic parameters.  
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3.4.5.3  Tooling Options for the User  

    A number of the key challenges are related to user-side tooling support in favor of the 

composite services’ executions. The user should be able to simply state QoS constraints and 

link them to service compositions and definitions. Only users can evaluate those options [37]. 

Again user can assign a value (e.g. 1-5) to evaluate this parameter. We denote Tooling 

Options for the User by TU. 

     To calculate the final value of the discussed enumeration type QoS parameters for each 

web service composition, we simply employ the average value of their services’ enumeration 

QoS scores. 

     Enumeration QOS Unique Value (EQUV) is defined as the combination of User Rating, 

Availability of QOS Data to the User, and the Tooling Options for the User and its value is 

the addition of these three attributes. 

3.4.6 QoS Unique Value for the Composite Service 

QoS Unique Value (QUV) is defined as the addition of Numeric Positive QoS Unique 

Value (NPQUV), Probabilistic QoS Unique Value (PQUV), Negative Numeric QoS Unique 

Value (NNQUV), Enumeration QoS Unique Value and Boolean Unique QoS Value 

(BUQV).  

QUV=               (Equation 37) 

     This will give us a unique value for the composite QoS, which can have different range of 

values. We will normalize this value at the end to [0, 1]. Because NNQUV is defined as the 

addition of inverse values for latency, response time (L/R), and cost therefore it is an 
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increasing parameter. As a consequence based on what was explained, in case of having 

higher values, we will have a better QoS values for the composite service.  

3.5 Combining QoS with Service Rank 

     Based on what was explained before, since we are looking for the optimal solution, we 

should search for the compositions with higher service rank unique scores. This means their 

nodes have a higher probability to be reached and invoked by the requester. This increases 

trust-ability because we cannot always rely on the QoS information. The probability of 

publishing false data by service providers (to promote their services) is the main reason for 

this distrust. Sometimes monitoring engines can be trusted but because of the high cost, some 

registries may not include the monitoring engines. On the other hand, we should have some 

defined requirements related to meet the QoS objectives demanded by the requester by using 

QoS-based calculations. Therefore we need to define a unique value to combine the two 

factors for ranking and selection of composite services.  

   To define Composition Service Unique Value (CSUV) we consider a coefficient α for 

Service Rank Unique Value (SUV) and a coefficient β for QUV, and the sum of them should 

be 1. By changing the coefficients, we can adjust our emphasis on each component. Later in 

the experiment, we will compare performances based on different values for them and 

compare the numeric results with simulated real time compositions QoS values. This 

comparison has to be accomplished in order to look for the best coefficients for ranking and 

selecting different compositions. Our Composition Service Unique Value is defined by the 

following formula: 

CSUV (WCS) = +         (Equation 38) 
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3.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have discussed our methodology, and how this method can be 

employed for web service composition and ranking to provide better ranking results returned 

to service designers. Another important goal of our defined algorithm is to facilitate the 

overall objectives of a web service composition process. The most important objective of 

every web service composition process is to find composition solutions which are the most 

reliable and trustable ones and satisfies user’ QoS and functionality requirements in a manner 

that an atomic service is not capable of accomplishing that. We have discussed that through 

categorization and quantification of QoS values, greater assurance of QoS is able to be 

offered to the users earlier before deploying it into a real environment.  

     We defined two main analysis keys for ranking composite services. One approach is 

ranking composite web services based on QoS factors. The problem of QoS analysis is that 

some service providers aim to promote their services by publishing wrong QoS values. The 

other approach which could resolve this problem is employing some other algorithms 

independent of QoS factors such as social network analysis algorithm for ranking composite 

services. Our reasoning for this is to find the most reliable compositions at the end. We have 

developed a modified PageRank algorithm (which is called Service Rank in this work) in 

order to find the importance level of each service in the composition based on its 

connectivity and user invocation data; independent from QoS factors.  

     By employing invocation data, and users’ contract data it is possible to assign weights to 

each link in the composition and employ our proposed Service Rank algorithm in order to 

calculate those weights. By considering all services’ Service Rank scores we defined an SUV 
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for each composition solution and then combined it with our defined QUV, which is the 

combination of characterized and categorized QoS attributes, to calculate Composition 

Service Unique Value (CSUV). CSUV is calculated by the addition of SUV with coefficient 

α and QUV with a coefficient β. By adjusting these coefficients in the proposed formula for 

CSUV, we will be able to compare performances and the numeric outcomes with simulated 

real time composition QoS values in order to find the best option for ranking and selecting 

final composition solutions. This comparison has to be done in order to find the best 

coefficients to rank and select different compositions to effectively satisfy users’ demands. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENT 

 

    A key objective of the work in this thesis is to propose and implement a more reliable and 

trustable web service composition analysis and ranking approach. Our main idea is to rank 

different composition candidates based on not only their QoS values but also the previous 

usage history, so that the more frequently selected solutions could be ranked higher. In this 

chapter the proposed method for web services composition and ranking analysis is evaluated 

and the results are presented and discussed.     

4.1 SR Tool 

4.1.1 The Overview of Our Developed Analysis Tool 

     We designed and developed an analysis tool – SR tool (Service Rank tool) to offer a novel 

evaluation technique for web services composition, representation, and ranking analysis. This 

tool employs C++ as the main language to implement the proposed algorithms. SR tool has 

the ability of generating, analyzing, and visualizing web service composition candidates with 

different QoS values and web services registry graphs, and finally evaluating the 

performance of the selected web service compositions based on both QoS and social network 

analysis.  

      One of the principles in web service composition analysis is to guarantee the user 

satisfaction with the selected solutions. SR tool is conforming to this principle because it 

employs QoS data and social network analysis with the consideration of the usage history 
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data to guarantee the user satisfaction. SR tool is an interactive program which makes 

researchers able to try different web services registry graphs and QoS data to evaluate the 

composition ranking algorithms and obtain results in order to offer an optimized approach to 

find the most trustable and reliable web services compositions. 

     The SR tool first represents web services as nodes and their relationships as edges, and 

then the service composition solutions could be discovered from this large network of 

available registered services based on required input and output (adjacency matrices [50] 

[18], which their entries show the adjacency of two nodes, are employed to generate different 

graphs). The visualized representation of the registry networks can be generated using 

Graphviz [13] tool in each analysis. All the algorithms and methods explained in the previous 

chapter have been implemented in the SR tool. The new algorithms can be easily plugged 

into the tool for testing. 

     In the following sections, all the available functionalities, external files employed for the 

evaluation with this tool, its execution, and evaluation results will be described in details 

(external files will be explained in details in appendix A). Then the experiment results by 

using the SR tool will be shown in order to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed 

Service Rank method. Also, the relations between the final rankings and different parameters 

in our experiments such as the coefficients (e.g. α and β in the proposed SUV and QUV 

combination formula) will be demonstrated. 

4.1.2 Available Functionalities and External Files  

Many of the algorithms explained before are implemented in our SR tool. A list of available 

functions is listed below: 
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1- Main: all of the calculations and table generations and interactions with users are 

defined here. 

2- ConvertToG: employs the web services registry input adjacency matrix to support the 

visualization. This function creates a code which can be imported to Graphviz tool to 

visualize the registry graph in different formats.  

3- PageRank: for calculating PageRank scores of web services. 

4- ServiceRankC: calculates Service Rank scores of services based on the connectivity 

and weights calculated from the history graph. 

5- ConnectM: creates a matrix which indicates which nodes are connected to a specific 

node. 

6- SizeofCTM: calculates the maximum possible size of connections in the matrix. 

7- PTopBy: calculates the number of nodes which point to a specific node, and also the 

number of nodes which points to that node. 

8- PathF: finds all the possible routes between two nodes. The “PathF” function takes 

the input and output requirements from different users, and then searches for all possible 

composition solutions from the registry graph. In this searching process, the registry 

graph can be pruned in order to reduce the search space and the workload of searching 

exhaustively in the graph. The pruning is done based on input and output requirements to 

reduce the required time for analysis. Also, by defining the maximum number of 

solutions and length of solutions, which is an optional step (but highly recommended) it 

is possible to perform analysis in a shorter time. The function also sorts the solutions by 

their lengths. In the current stage, for the simplicity of discussion, we only consider the 
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sequential invocations (functional level composition’s objective is finding a sequence of 

atomic services to satisfy a request [14]), other types of compositions can be extended 

later.   

9- Prune: employed by “PathF” function in order to prune the search space. 

10- Linkage: finds all linkages in the graph adjacency matrix and returns the size of it. 

11-  EndNode: finds if the last node of each travered path is the end node or not. This 

function is employed by the “PathF” function. 

12-  RowSize: returns the size of each row in the path matrix. This functions is used by the 

“PathF” function. 

13- RowReset: resets the rows for the next path finding process. This functions is 

employed by the “PathF” function. 

14- SizePart: returns the number of rows in a part of the path matrix. This function is 

used by the “PathF” function. 

15- FromFileToM: reads a file and copies it to memory. This function is used to work 

with temporary files during the process of finding the routes in the registry graph. 

16- SizeFromF: to allocate memory for the read file by the “FromFileToM” function. 

17-  SortQ: sorts the table of solutions based on calculated QUV values in “Main” 

function. 

18-  SortQ2: sorts the table of solutions based on a specific column of it. 

19-  IntoDate: converts minutes to dates in a string format, which is used for generating 

the history graph. 

20- Norm: for normalizing values in a 2D matrix. 
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21- Norm2: for normalizing values in a column of the solution table. 

There are many external files generated by this tool in each experiment saving all the 

necessary data for evaluation, analysis and visualization. Most of these files are in “.txt” 

format and they can be opened properly by WordPad program. The list and the explanations 

of external files are given in appendix A. 

4.2 Experiment Design  

4.2.1 Experiment Steps 

     SR tool is designed in a user friendly manner in order to offer the researchers the 

opportunity to consider many different parameters for comparison and evaluation for the 

purpose of dynamic, flexible and reliable web service composition and ranking.  Our 

experiment is designed by using the SR tool in the following steps (Figure 10 and 11): 

1- SR tool asks the user to enter the number of nodes in the registry graph.  

2- SR tool asks the user to enter different parameters for calculating PageRank, e.g. the 

number of iterations, the damping factor, and the starting node number.  

3- After getting required parameters to calculate PageRank scores, if the user requires a 

visualization script, it will generate the required script at the end. Visualization scripts 

assist to visualize the generated web service registry graph by using the Graphviz tool.   

4- In this step user should enter the requested input and output of the required 

composition web service. Also, a maximum length and a maximum number of services 

for the composition can be entered to avoid generating too many solutions.  
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5- After getting the mentioned parameters, the program starts to generate the graph (if 

user chooses the automatic generation of the graph). The connectivity graph is totally 

random. 

6- Based on the predefined value ranges for different QoS attributes, QoS values are 

randomly generated for each node. Then the tool creates external files to save the 

information about the graph matrix, visualization script, PageRank scores, routes 

between two nodes (candidate solutions), and the table with all services and their 

generated QoS values for further analysis. Up to this step, our SR tool can rank the 

composition candidates based on their QUV values or the combination of QUV and 

PUV values. 

7- This step is to simulate the usage history which is provided from log. The SR tool 

will ask for the total number of previous invocations on those composition solutions, 

which means the same request has been served before. It will also ask for different 

percentage of usages on each solution. For the simplicity reason, we only consider the 

top three ranked composition solutions based on QUV values only and two other 

manually selected compositions which are usually ranked low in the original QUV-based 

ranking. The top three solutions are chosen because they are most likely to be viewed 

and selected based on some cognitive studies conducted on web search engines. The 

lower ranked solutions are chosen because we want to test whether our proposed Service 

Rank approach can promote those compositions if they are frequently invoked before. 

The other two required parameters are coefficients (α and β values) and the current date. 

After that it will calculate Service Rank scores and composition ranks based on 
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combined QUV and SUV from the generated usage history data and simulated usage 

percentages.  

8- In this step it will generate the an external file (“simudat.txt”) including important 

data such as original rankings based on QUV, and rankings based on combined PUV and 

QUV, and combined SUV and QUV. 

9- In this step if user needs another simulation it will ask the user to enter new α and β 

values. All of the tried α, β values and the ranking results will be included in sumdat.txt 

file for evaluation and comparison purposes.  

 

SR tool screen shots are illustrated in figures 10 and 11. 

 

 

Figure 10 – Screenshot 1 of SR tool  
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Figure 11 – Screenshot 2 of SR tool 

4.2.2 Experiment Methodology 

     In each experiment top three compositions are selected based on QUV values and two 

others are selected manually with manually entered invocation percentages by the researcher. 

The usage data of these five compositions are included in the history usage file (historyl#.txt) 

with their QoS attribute values, component service nodes, users, invocation time, contract 

durations, and contract start dates.  
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     In the beginning we have solutions sorted by their QUV values without considering usage 

data (soluqsorted.txt). Registry graph and its QoS attribute values in each experiment are 

generated randomly (it is also possible to be entered manually or from a file). Therefore, it is 

possible to perform each experiment for different graph structures and QoS attribute values 

for the evaluation purpose.  

     After entering coefficients (α and β) values in the final formula (for each step), a history 

usage data will be generated based on the usage number and percentage of usages entered in 

the execution time. Generated usage data can be employed to calculate weights using the 

formulas explained in the previous chapter. These weights will be employed to calculate 

Service Rank score for each web service.  

     SUV value for each composition is calculated based on its component nodes’ Service 

Rank scores. Final rankings are based on the combination of SUV and QUV, and the average 

ranking of the five chosen compositions will be compared with the QUV only based rankings 

in order to evaluate the ranking improvements. If a lower average ranking is achieved than 

QUV only approach, then the results demonstrate the improvement in ranking compositions. 

Usually different α and β values produce different results, and by comparing results from 

different α and β combinations, we could also find a set of coefficients offering the best 

optimized rankings.  

Combined PUV and QUV scores also will be considered to see the effect of graph 

structure in the final rankings. The reason is that the combination of PUV and QUV is 

independent from the history data and it is based on both web services registry graph’s 

connectivity and its QoS attribute values. This consideration gives a better understanding to 
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evaluate the effect of SUV scores on final rankings because SUV is based on both graph 

structure and the usage data. Having a higher PUV demonstrates a stronger connectivity of 

each composition node. Weak connectivity of composition nodes will decrease the 

improvements caused by combined SUV and QUV.  

     As explained before, “simudat.txt” file contains all the necessary data for the final 

evaluation. In continue some of the experiment results will be explained to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in this thesis for web service composition and 

ranking. 

4.3 Experiments and Result Analysis 

     Four experiments are demonstrated here. They represent different simulation scenarios. 

They have different web service registry graphs, different numbers of invocations and 

different QoS attribute values. Experiments 1, 2 and 3 have different service graphs. 

Experiment 4 has the same web service graph as experiment 3 in order to study the effect of 

increasing invocation times on our ranking method. Therefore the number of usages in 

experiment 3 is set to 100, and in the other three experiments is 1000. QoS attribute values in 

all four experiments are different. These data sets assist to evaluate the proposed algorithm 

for the same registry graphs with different QoS values (e.g. by comparing results from 

experiments 3 and 4). Therefore, by considering original rankings based on QUV only, and 

considering the combination of SUV and QUV rankings, it is possible to demonstrate the 

effect of combining SUV in ranking web service compositions with QUV.  
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4.3.1 Experiments 

Experiment #1: 

     In this experiment we have 30 nodes in the web services registry graph. Figure 13 

illustrates the structure of this graph using the Graphviz tool (Figure 12). This way of 

visualization assists to have a better perspective of each web service registry graph and to 

observe web services’ inputs and outputs. This illustration is based on the script generated by 

the SR tool (Figure 12).  

 

 

Figure 12– Graphviz tool screenshot with code generated by SR tool 
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Figure 13 – Graph visualization for experiment #1 by Graphviz tool 

 

More figures to illustrate the experiment are included in Appendix B (B.1-B.9). These 

figures show PageRank scores, Service Rank scores of all services, the service QoS values, 

the history data, and the candidate composition solutions sorted by QUV value only, QUV 

plus PUV, and QUV plus SUV with different coefficient values. Final results and rankings 

will be stored in “simudat.txt” file (Figure 14). We have 1000 invocations for the simulation 

demonstrated in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 - Part of the simulation results with rankings for experiment #1 generated by 

SR tool 

Experiment #2: 

     In this experiment we have 40 nodes in the web services registry graph. Figure B.10 

illustrates the structure of this graph using the Graphviz tool. All other information such as 

web services’ data is illustrated in Figures B.11-B.19. There are 1000 times of invocations in 

this simulation. 

Experiment #3: 

     In this experiment we have 30 nodes in the web services registry graph. Figure B.20 

illustrates the structure of this graph using the Graphviz tool. Figure 15 shows the final 

simulation data for this experiment. There are 100 times of invocations in this simulation as 

can be observed in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 - Part of simulation results for experiment #3 generated by SR tool 

Experiment #4: 

     In this experiment web services registry graph is same as experiment #3. Figure 16 

demonstrates the final simulation data for this experiment. There are 1000 times of 

invocations in this simulation as can be observed in Figure 16. In the following section, the 

results of different experiments are visualized, analyzed and compared for the final 

evaluation and conclusion. 

 

Figure 16 - Part of simulation results for experiment #4 generated by SR tool 
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4.3.2 Comparison and Evaluation of the Results 

   As mentioned before, in each experiment different α and β values are entered to employ the 

proposed ranking algorithm to calculate final score for each composition and therefore get a 

new ranking for the original top 30 results based on QUV value only. The average ranks of 

the top three compositions based on QUV only and also two other manually selected 

compositions are calculated. In addition to the combination of SUV and QUV scores, 

combination of PUV and QUV values are considered in order to have a better understanding 

about the effect of SUV on new rankings.  

     Based on the experiment results (Tables 3 to 14), combination of SUV and QUV 

improves the ranking for the previously selected and invoked compositions (which will be 

calculated and evaluated). In each scenario, certain α and β values give an optimized ranking 

result. Also, by comparing experiments #3 and #4 results (they have same web services 

registry graphs), it can be demonstrated that by increasing the number of invocations (e.g. 

more history data available) the ranking can be improved even more. Results from 4 

experiments are organized and presented in the following tables. 

     Table 3 shows our simulated usage percentage data for top three and two other manually 

chosen solutions (i.e. 20 and 21). Left column shows the solution numbers, middle column 

shows the original ranks based on QUV data, and the right column shows the usage 

percentages (e.g. 10 means 10% users chose this solution).  
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Table 3 - Usage data for experiment #1 

     

 Table 4 shows rankings based on combination of PUV and QUV scores (PQ#). We could 

see that when the coefficient on PUV is higher, the average rank for those 5 solutions is 

much higher. It infers that the ranking based on the connectivity of the services is completely 

different from the ranking based on QoS values. So simply combining the two together is not 

very helpful.    

Table 5 illustrates the rankings based on SUV and QUV values (SQ#). It is possible to 

evaluate the improvements by comparing the average rankings with different values for 

coefficients. When α=0, the ranking is based on QUV only. We could see that the average 

rank for those 5 solutions is 9.4 in the original QUV-based ranking. When we combine QUV 

with SUV, the average rank is consistently lower than 9.4. The best performance can be 

achieved when α=0.2 and β=0.8 with the average rank 6.4. The percentage of improvement 

in average ranking of selected compositions (for the best combination of SUV and QUV) is: 

. .
.

≈0.32    therefore the highest ranking improvement is 32% for experiment #1.  

 

                Solution # Original Rank Based on QUV % of Usage 

18 3 10 

129 2 12 

147 20 35 

174 1 18 

175 21 25 
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Table 4 - Rankings based on combined normalized PUV and QUV for experiment #1 

Solution  

      

Number 

QUV 

Based 

Rank 

PQ# 

α=0, 

β=1 

PQ# 

0.1, 

0.9 

PQ# 

0.2, 

0.8 

PQ# 

0.3, 

0.7 

PQ# 

0.4, 

0.6 

PQ# 

0.5, 

0.5 

PQ# 

0.6, 

0.4 

PQ# 

0.7, 

0.3 

PQ# 

0.8, 

0.2 

PQ# 

0.9, 

0.1 

PQ# 

1, 

0 

18 3 3 3 5 7 14 38 84 140 156 174 182 

129 2 2 2 2 3 6 13 45 93 126 146 159 

147 20 20 23 25 30 53 98 148 165 179 185 186 

174 1 1 1 1 3 4 9 41 94 130 149 164 

175 21 21 22 26 11 52 97 149 166 178 184 187 

Average 9.4 9.4 10.2 11.8 14.4 25.8 51 93.4 131.6 153.8 167.6 175.6

 

 

Table 5 - Rankings based on combined normalized SUV and QUV for experiment # 1 

Solution  

      

Number 

QUV 

Based 

Rank 

SQ# 

α=0, 

β=1 

SQ# 

0.1, 

0.9 

SQ# 

0.2, 

0.8 

SQ# 

0.3, 

0.7 

SQ# 

0.4, 

0.6 

SQ# 

0.5, 

0.5 

SQ# 

0.6, 

0.4 

SQ# 

0.7, 

0.3 

SQ# 

0.8, 

0.2 

SQ# 

0.9, 

0.1 

SQ# 

1, 

0 

18 3 3 4 3 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 

129 2 2 3 4 6 7 6 6 7 7 8 8 

147 20 20 16 11 10 10 10 10 10 9 9 9 

174 1 1 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 11 11 13 

175 21 21 17 12 11 11 11 11 11 10 10 10 

Average 9.4 9.4 8.2 6.4 7 7.8 7.8 8 8.6 8.6 8.8 9.2 
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Table 6 shows the solution numbers, original rankings based on QUV data, and usage 

percentages of selected compositions for experiment #2.  

Table 6 - Usage data for experiment #2 

 

     Table 7 and Table 8 show the result based on combined PUV and QUV and combined 

SUV and QUV respectively. From Table 7, it is clear that by increasing the coefficient of 

PUV, rankings of selected solutions becomes worse. This result shows that PUV rankings 

can be totally different from QUV rankings and they are just based on the connectivity of the 

graph. On the other hand, SUV rankings are based on both connectivity and usage history 

data, which we believe is more accurate. 

By looking at results in Table 8, we could conclude that combination of SUV and QUV 

again gives us some improvement in the final rankings. The percentage of improvement for 

experiment #2 is (for the best case α=0.4 and β=0.6): 

. .
.

≈0.53    therefore the highest ranking improvement is 53% for experiment #2. 

 

                Solution # Original Rank Based on QUV % of Usage 

36 20 34 

56 1 20 

57 3 10 

61 2 20 

194 21 16 
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Table 7 - Rankings based on combined normalized PUV and QUV for experiment #2 

Solution  

      

Number 

QUV 

Based 

Rank 

PQ# 

α=0, 

β=1 

PQ# 

0.1, 

0.9 

PQ# 

0.2, 

0.8 

PQ# 

0.3, 

0.7 

PQ# 

0.4, 

0.6 

PQ# 

0.5, 

0.5 

PQ# 

0.6, 

0.4 

PQ# 

0.7, 

0.3 

PQ# 

0.8, 

0.2 

PQ# 

0.9, 

0.1 

PQ# 

1, 

0 

36 20 20 17 17 17 19 20 26 33 43 57 62 

56 1 1 2 3 6 12 32 69 113 142 166 184 

57 3 3 3 2 1 2 4 6 13 21 29 41 

61 2 2 1 1 2 5 7 17 43 72 96 113 

194 21 21 19 18 18 20 23 30 39 52 61 67 

Average 9.4 9.4 8.4 8.2 8.8 11.6 17.2 29.6 48.2 66 81.8 93.4 

 

Table 8 - Rankings based on combined normalized SUV and QUV for experiment # 2 

Solution  

      

Number 

QUV 

Based 

Rank 

SQ# 

α=0, 

β=1 

SQ# 

0.1, 

0.9 

SQ# 

0.2, 

0.8 

SQ# 

0.3, 

0.7 

SQ# 

0.4, 

0.6 

SQ# 

0.5, 

0.5 

SQ# 

0.6, 

0.4 

SQ# 

0.7, 

0.3 

SQ# 

0.8, 

0.2 

SQ# 

0.9, 

0.1 

SQ# 

1, 

0 

36 20 20 16 8 7 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 

56 1 1 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 

57 3 3 3 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 7 9 

61 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 3 

194 21 21 18 15 9 8 7 8 9 10 10 11 

Average 9.4 9.4 8 6 4.8 4.4 4.6 4.8 5.2 5.6 5.8 6.4 

 

     Table 9 shows the usage percentages for experiment #3. Table 10 shows the rankings 

based on combined PUV and QUV and Table 11 shows rankings based on combined SUV 
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and QUV. This experiment will be used to compare with experiment #4 which has different 

number of invocations and same settings of all other parameters. 

Table 9 - Usage data for experiment #3 

 

Table 10 - Rankings based on combined normalized PUV and QUV for experiment #3 

Solution  

      

Number 

QUV 

Based 

Rank 

PQ# 

α=0, 

β=1 

PQ# 

0.1, 

0.9 

PQ# 

0.2, 

0.8 

PQ# 

0.3, 

0.7 

PQ# 

0.4, 

0.6 

PQ# 

0.5, 

0.5 

PQ# 

0.6, 

0.4 

PQ# 

0.7, 

0.3 

PQ# 

0.8, 

0.2 

PQ# 

0.9, 

0.1 

PQ# 

1, 

0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 7 16 35 66 89 112 

3 21 21 23 27 32 41 56 74 94 119 138 148 

15 3 3 3 2 3 4 8 10 26 43 61 82 

42 2 2 2 6 9 16 35 59 89 129 150 163 

137 20 20 18 17 20 21 30 40 49 72 85 96 

Average 9.4 9.4 9.4 10.6 13 16.8 27.2 39.8 58.6 85.8 104.6 120.2

 

                Solution # Original Rank Based on QUV % of Usage 

1 1 12 

3 21 30 

15 3 8 

42 2 10 

137 20 40 
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    As mentioned before we have 100 invocations for this experiment and as it can be 

observed from Table 11 the improvement in ranking for experiment #3 (for the best 

combination of SUV and QUV with α=0.5 and β=0.5) is: 

. .
.

≈0.40  therefore the highest ranking improvement is 40% for selected compositions 

in experiment #3. 

Table 11 - Rankings based on combined normalized SUV and QUV for experiment #3 

Solution  

      

Number 

QUV 

Based 

Rank 

SQ# 

α=0, 

β=1 

SQ# 

0.1, 

0.9 

SQ# 

0.2, 

0.8 

SQ# 

0.3, 

0.7 

SQ# 

0.4, 

0.6 

SQ# 

0.5, 

0.5 

SQ# 

0.6, 

0.4 

SQ# 

0.7, 

0.3 

SQ# 

0.8, 

0.2 

SQ# 

0.9, 

0.1 

SQ# 

1, 

0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

3 21 21 16 9 8 8 7 8 8 10 10 9 

15 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

42 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 6 7 9 12 

137 20 20 18 15 15 15 14 16 17 18 21 26 

Average 9.4 9.4 8 6 6 6 5.6 6.2 6.8 7.6 8.6 10 

 

Table 12 shows usage data for experiment #4.  The percentage of usages is the same as 

experiment #3 for selected compositions. We have different solution numbers because we 

have different QUV values for different compositions in these two experiments, and it 

doesn’t affect our analysis.  
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Table 12 - Usage data for experiment #4 

 

Table 13 demonstrates the rankings based on combined PUV and QUV and Table 14 

shows the rankings based on combined SUV and QUV for experiment #4. By comparing 

Table 14 with Table 11 we are able to observe the effect of increasing invocation numbers on 

ranking improvements.  

As mentioned before we have 1000 invocations for experiment #4 and based on Table 14 

the percentage of improvement is (for α=0.7 and β=0.3): 

 . .
.

≈0.55   the highest ranking improvement is 55% for experiment #4 (better than 

experiment #3 when the number of invocations is 100) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Solution # Original Rank Based on QUV % of Usage 

10 21 30 

68 3 8 

72 1 12 

108 2 10 

141 20 40 
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Table 13 - Rankings based on combined normalized PUV and QUV for experiment #4 

Solution  

      

Number 

QUV 

Based 

Rank 

PQ# 

α=0, 

β=1 

PQ# 

0.1, 

0.9 

PQ# 

0.2, 

0.8 

PQ# 

0.3, 

0.7 

PQ# 

0.4, 

0.6 

PQ# 

0.5, 

0.5 

PQ# 

0.6, 

0.4 

PQ# 

0.7, 

0.3 

PQ# 

0.8, 

0.2 

PQ# 

0.9, 

0.1 

PQ# 

1, 

0 

10 21 21 25 35 49 66 89 105 128 148 156 164 

68 3 3 3 5 1 5 11 27 55 86 112 139 

72 1 1 2 2 4 8 17 47 88 131 157 167 

108 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 7 13 

141 20 20 27 46 68 88 113 141 167 170 179 183 

Average 9.4 9.4 11.6 17.8 25.4 33.6 46.2 64.2 87.8 107.6 122.2 133.2 

 

Table 14 - Rankings based on combined normalized SUV and QUV for experiment #4 

Solution  

      

Number 

QUV 

Based 

Rank 

SQ# 

α=0, 

β=1 

SQ# 

0.1, 

0.9 

SQ# 

0.2, 

0.8 

SQ# 

0.3, 

0.7 

SQ# 

0.4, 

0.6 

SQ# 

0.5, 

0.5 

SQ# 

0.6, 

0.4 

SQ# 

0.7, 

0.3 

SQ# 

0.8, 

0.2 

SQ# 

0.9, 

0.1 

SQ# 

1, 

0 

10 21 21 11 10 7 7 7 7 5 4 2 2 

68 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

72 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 6 8 8 

108 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 5 

141 20 20 14 12 11 9 8 9 9 9 9 9 

Average 9.4 9.4 6.2 5.6 4.8 4.4 4.2 4.6 4.2 4.6 4.8 5 
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Table 15 shows the comparison between experiment #3 and #4, which have same graphs 

but different number of invocations. SUV value for experiment #3 is 10 whereas in 

experiment #4 it is 5, and it has been improved by 50% when the number of invocations is 

increased from 100 to 1000. And the best SUV+QUV combination is also improved from 5.6 

to 4.2, which is 25% increase. It can be concluded that the ranking result is improved when 

there are more invocations in the history file. This feature demonstrates the effectiveness of 

applying weights in the proposed Service Rank algorithm.  

Table 15 - A sample comparison to demonstrate the effect of increasing invocations on final 

rankings 

Experiment # Invocation # SUV Best SQ# 

3 100 10 5.6 

4 1000 5 4.2 

 

     Our experiment also shows the PUV value could be totally different from QUV based 

ranking. Therefore it is not enough to consider only PageRank values or QoS values as in 

many QoS papers, and it is useful to consider usage data with PageRank. Combining SUV 

with QUV can improve ranking performance significantly. Also, one set of α and β values 

can offer the optimal results. 

4.4 Conclusion 

SR tool is an analysis tool based on proposed algorithms in this thesis for the purpose of 

web service composition and ranking. It assists to find the importance level of each service 

(node) in the composition based on its connectivity and history data. History log file 
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generated by our SR tool contains user invocation data and contract data which make it 

possible to assign higher weights to links with higher number of invocations, later invocation 

time, contract dates, and longer contract durations. SR tool calculates SUV score of each 

composition and combines it with QUV score to calculate the Composition Service Unique 

Value (CSUV).  

CSUV is calculated by adding SUV with a coefficient α and QUV with a coefficient β. 

These coefficients in the proposed formula for CSUV can be adjusted to compare 

performances and the numeric outcomes with simulated real time composition QoS values in 

order to find the best coefficients to rank and select different compositions to effectively 

satisfy users’ demands in a trustable and reliable manner.  

Comparing four experiment results in this chapter demonstrates the effectiveness of the 

Service Rank algorithm for ranking compositions. These results also show that by increasing 

the number of invocations, performance of the Service Rank algorithm could be further 

improved.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

5.1 Conclusions  

     The necessity of discovering an approach for reliable and trustable automatic web service 

composition and ranking has been addressed by many researchers. Until now, several 

attempts have been made in this field for designing techniques and supporting tools to 

achieve required objectives such as selecting reliable compositions with guaranteed QoS 

levels. However, offering reliable models of web service composition, ranking, verification, 

and evaluation with considering possible false QoS attribute values have been mostly ignored 

in pervious works.  

The major objective of this thesis is to offer an algorithm, which if implemented in a tool, 

demonstrates an effective way for the purpose of automatic web services composition and 

ranking in a reliable and trustable manner. QoS attribute values alone are not completely 

trustable since some providers publish wrong QoS attribute values in order to promote their 

services. The graph representing the relationship among web services forms the basis of 

employing social analysis techniques for service composition and ranking analysis. The 

usage history data could further improve the accuracy of social analysis techniques. Both 

composition ranking mechanisms (e.g. QoS-based and usage-biased social network analysis) 

are implemented in this thesis in a combined manner in order to achieve the optimal 

performance.  
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     Our contributions include a number of particular features. Firstly, graph modeling of web 

services registry and composition with implemented procedures provide a way to analyze 

them directly without considering QoS factors. This feature improves the trust-ability of 

selected compositions in case of having manipulated QoS attribute values. Secondly, a 

combined algorithm is offered to rank the final compositions based on both QoS parameters 

and Service Rank scores. Service Rank scores are based on both the connectivity of web 

services (which is based on interaction behavior among services) and usage history data. This 

characteristic makes proposed algorithm suitable to be employed for giving a higher rank to 

more reliable compositions which have been selected and invoked before. Thirdly, required 

history data parameters are defined and quantified for being capable of providing a higher 

rank to more popular and up to date compositions. This objective can be achieved by 

calculating weights of links based on the history data and employing the weights to calculate 

Service Rank scores for each composition. Fourthly, QoS attribute values are categorized and 

quantified to consider all of the possible QoS factors in the final QoS analysis. This 

categorization and quantification demonstrate the flexibility and comprehensiveness of the 

proposed approach of calculating the QoS-based rank scores. Finally, an analysis tool has 

been designed and developed for web service composition and ranking based on proposed 

algorithms which we hope could help research communities to find the best web service 

composition and ranking approach that can be employed for real cases. 

5.2 Future Works  

There are many works which can be done along this research direction. Firstly, we would 

like to extend our experiment to other invocation types such as concurrent or selection or 
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join. And we would also want to have simulated data closer to the real scenario (e.g. usage of 

different compositions from more diversified users). Secondly, we could explore other 

techniques for web service composition and ranking such as AI techniques to see whether 

and how it could be integrated with our approach to further improve the performance. 

Thirdly, different data representations for the selected compositions can be implemented in 

order to be employed with other techniques. Lastly, the approach proposed in this work can 

be tested and evaluated in real applications with real web service registry graphs and QoS 

attribute values for future works. 
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Appendix A 

EXTERNAL FILES GENERATED BY SR TOOL 

 

1- “Simudat.txt” contains the new rankings based on the combination of QUV and SUV 

and different values of α and β. Old rankings are based on purely overall QUV scores. 

We also include rankings based on the combination of QUV and PUV in order to show 

the different performances of combining PageRank or Service Rank with the QoS 

values. “Simudat.txt” also includes the percentage of each composition usages in our 

simulation experiment. The percentages are kept fixed when we evaluate the effect of 

changing α and β values. This is the main result file. 

2- “Graphc.gv” consists of visualization script for visualizing the web services registry 

graph by importing it to the Graphviz tool. 

3- “historyl#.txt” includes the history usage data which saves the required information 

illustrated in Table 1 and Table 2 for each invocation. The “#” sign represents the 

experiment number, e.g. “historyl1.txt” for experiment 1. 

4- “Input.doc” consists of web registry graph input data which is defined as a adjacency 

matrix to represent web services and their relations. This input data file is assumed to be 

obtained from a web services registry and it can be entered manually, automatically or 

from a file.  

5- “Pagerank.txt” contains PageRank values for all of the web services. 
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6- “Pathff.txt” includes compositions generated by the SR tool and it shows the node         

numbers in each path. “-1” indicates the end of a path. 

7- “Pathfile.txt” is another version of “Pathff.txt” file (in a different format). 

8- “Servicernk1.txt” consists of Service Rank values for all of the web services. 

9- “Soluq.txt” includes compositions solutions with their QoS values (the number of 

results are limited in the run time in case of having too many paths, e.g. maximum 200 

compositions). 

10- “Soluqsorted.txt” contains sorted compositions based on the overall QUV score with 

all of their nodes. 

11- “Solusorted#.txt” consists of sorted compositions based on the combination of 

normalized SUV and QUV scores with different α and β values included in 

“Simudat.txt”. 

12- Table.txt: contains QoS and PageRank values of each node 
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Appendix B 

SAMPLE RESULTS GENERATED BY SR TOOL 

AND GRAPHS GENERATED BY GRAPHVIZ 

TOOL 

 

 

Figure B.1 – Part of visualization script generated by SR tool for experiment #1 
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Figure B.2 – PageRank scores for experiment #1 
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Figure B.3– Service Rank scores for experiment #1 
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Figure B.4– Part of path file showing some of the compositions in experiment #1 
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Figure B.5 – Part of sorted compositions based on QUV in experiment #1 

 

Figure B.6– Part of history log data for experiment #1 (for solution #174) 
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Figure B.7 - Part of sorted compositions (α=0.2 and β=0.8) based on combined 

normalized SUV and QUV for experiment #1 

 

Figure B.8 - Part of sorted compositions (α=0.2 and β=0.8) based on combined 

normalized PUV and QUV for experiment #1 
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Figure B.9 – Part of web services’ data for experiment #1 

 

 

 

Figure B.10 – Web services registry graph for experiment #2 
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Figure B.11– PageRank scores for experiment #2 
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Figure B. 12 – Service Rank scores for experiment #2 
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Figure B. 13 – Part of path file showing some of the compositions in experiment #2 
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Figure B. 14 – Part of sorted compositions based on QUV for experiment #2 

 

Figure B. 15 – Part of history log data for experiment #2 (for solution #56) 
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Figure B.16 - Part of sorted compositions (α=0.3 and β=0.7) based on combined SUV and 

QUV for experiment #2 

 

Figure B.17- Part of sorted compositions (α=0.3 and β=0.7) based on combined PUV and 

QUV for experiment #2 
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Figure B.18 - Part of web services’ data table for experiment #2 

 

Figure B. 19 - Part of simulation results with rankings for Experiment #2 
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Figure B. 20 – Web services registry graph for experiments #3 and #4 
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